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2 ABBREVIATIONS
2VD

Two-Vessel Disease

3VD

Three-Vessel Disease

BP

Blood Pressure

CABG

Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery

CAD

Coronary Artery Disease

CFR

Coronary Flow Reserve

CMD

Coronary Microvascular Dysfunction

CMR

Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance

CI

Confidence Interval

FFR

Fractional Flow Reserve

FLASH

Fast Low Angle Shot

GRE

Gradient Echo

HRR

Heart Rate Response

IB

Ischaemic Burden

ICA

Invasive Coronary Angiography

IHD

Ischaemic Heart Disease

IMR

Index of Microcirculatory Resistance

IR

Inversion Recovery

LGE

Late Gadolinium Enhancement

LV

Left Ventricle

MBF

Myocardial Blood Flow

MI

Myocardial Infarction

MPI-SPECT Myocardial Perfusion Imaging Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography
MPR

Myocardial Perfusion Reserve
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MVCAD

Multi-Vessel Coronary Artery Disease

NCP

Normal Coronary Physiology

PET

Positron Emission Tomography

PMBFR

Pixelwise Myocardial Blood Flow Reduction

ROC

Receiver-Operator Characteristic

SD

Standard Deviation

SSFP

Steady-State Free Precession

SMBF

Stress Myocardial Blood Flow
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5 ABSTRACT
Pixelwise myocardial perfusion mapping is a novel cardiovascular magnetic
resonance (CMR) technique enables quantitative measurement of myocardial blood
flow (MBF) at a pixel level. This could improve the accuracy of detection of obstructive
coronary artery disease (CAD) and may also have a role in the diagnosis and
assessment of coronary microvascular dysfunction (CMD). In this thesis, I explore the
use of this novel technique in cohorts of clinical patients and controls with suspected
CAD or CMD.
Firstly, I demonstrate that stress MBF measured using perfusion mapping is accurate
for the detection of CAD using invasive fractional flow reserve (FFR) as the reference
standard, and that global stress MBF can be used as a marker of CMD using invasive
index of microcirculatory resistance (IMR) as the reference standard.
One limitation of adenosine stress testing is the confirmation of adequate hyperaemia
with lack of gold standard non-invasive marker. Here, I demonstrate that regional
stress MBF can be utilised as a non-invasive marker of adequate stress response.
Another limitation of stress MBF is the relatively poor performance for the detection of
multivessel disease. In a cohort of patients with confirmed two- and three-vessel
disease I demonstrate that perfusion mapping is superior to visual analysis for the
correct identification of disease severity.
Perfusion mapping provides a host of options for quantitative image analysis. I show
that the most reliable method for detection of coronary disease at a patient level is the
presence of reduced MBF in two adjacent myocardial segments.
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In summary, in this thesis I performed a series of studies investigating the clinical
utilisation of CMR perfusion mapping that can be translated to clinical practice to
enhance the performance of stress perfusion CMR.
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6 IMPACT STATEMENT
Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) myocardial perfusion mapping is a novel,
recently developed technique that enables quantitative measurement of myocardial
blood flow (MBF) at a regional level. This offers many potential advantages in clinical
practice beyond traditional visual analysis of perfusion images which is qualitative and
subjective. Whilst quantitative CMR perfusion has been investigated for many years,
traditional methods require extensive and time-consuming post-processing to
generate MBF values whereas this method provides automatically generated
perfusion maps which are ready to analysis within minutes of acquisition of the
sequences, making the technique easy to use in clinical practice. Prior to this thesis,
there has been very limited assessment of this technique in clinical practice.
In this thesis, I demonstrate that perfusion mapping is accurate for the detection of
obstructive coronary artery disease (CAD), coronary microvascular dysfunction (CMD)
and for the assessment of hyperaemic response to adenosine. I define cut-off values
for ischaemia both at a patient-level and coronary artery level as well as demonstrate
superiority to visual analysis for the assessment for multivessel disease. My findings
are likely to have significant impact both within academia and in clinical practice.
In terms of clinical practice, the threshold values provided can be used in the clinical
evaluation of patients with suspected CAD to confirm ischaemia, in confirmed CAD for
assessment of extent of ischaemia, and in those without obstructive CAD for the
assessment of CMD. This provides an additional tool that CMR clinicians can use to
improve accuracy, confidence and objectivity of their clinical reports.
From an academic perspective, my studies will form a platform for future studies both
in CAD and non-ischaemic pathologies. In patients with CAD, the threshold values
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defined can be used as a basis for larger multicentre validation studies and also other
studies in subsets of patients (for example patients undergoing coronary artery bypass
surgery and those with chronic total occlusions). Myocardial perfusion mapping has a
potential role in the assessment of non-ischaemic cardiomyopathy. Possible
conditions that may demonstrate impaired perfusion due to abnormalities in the
microcirculation include heart failure with preserved ejection fraction, cardiac
amyloidosis and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
In summary, this thesis provides the first description of detailed clinical utility of this
novel CMR sequence that can be translated to clinical practice to improve care for
patients with CAD as well as provide a platform for a plethora of further research in
the field of quantitative perfusion CMR.
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7 INTRODUCTION
Myocardial perfusion imaging plays an important role in the diagnosis and
management of patients with ischaemic heart disease (IHD). Invasive coronary
angiography, considered the gold standard for many years in the assessment of
coronary artery disease (CAD), is able to demonstrate the patency of the epicardial
coronary arteries but fails to provide physiological information on the consequences
of CAD. Stress perfusion cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) has emerged as
a useful tool for the detection of clinically significant coronary artery disease and has
been incorporated into guidelines and routine clinical practice(1,2). Clinically, stress
perfusion CMR is usually evaluated qualitatively by visual assessment of first-pass
gadolinium images. Recently, a new motion corrected myocardial perfusion method
with automated in-line perfusion mapping has been proposed allowing free breathing
acquisition and pixel-wise quantification of myocardial blood flow (MBF)(3). This
provides the ability to quantitatively assess MBF, which would be clinically desirable
to assess the severity of CAD and potentially risk stratify patients. However, this new
sequence requires clinical validation and further assessment. The aim of this thesis is
to explore and assess the utilisation of myocardial perfusion mapping in patients with
obstructive and non-obstructive CAD.

7.1 Basis of CMR myocardial perfusion imaging
The use of first-pass contrast enhanced CMR was first described in 1990 with the use
of inversion-recovery gradient-echo imaging after injection of gadolinium contrast to
observe contrast transit through the cardiac chambers and myocardium(4). In the
years since, there have been numerous technical developments as well as
experimental validation and clinical evaluation.
15

The principle of CMR myocardial perfusion imaging is based on visualisation of the
first-pass of gadolinium contrast injected through a peripheral vein as it passes into
and out of the ventricular cavity and then as it washes into and then out of the
myocardium. Gadolinium is an extracellular contrast agent that rapidly diffuses from
the vascular to extravascular space. Gadolinium shortens the T1 relaxation time
resulting in increased signal on T1-weighted images(5). At low doses, there is an
approximately linear relationship between image signal intensity and gadolinium
concentration. As a result, perfused tissue appears bright during the first pass of
gadolinium-based contrast. Multiple perfusion sequences have been developed. The
basic sequence protocol is generally an inversion recovery (IR) or saturation recovery
(SR) pulse in combination with either snapshot FLASH (fast low-angle shot), GRE-EPI
(gradient-echo echo-planar-imaging) or SSFP (steady-state free precession)
readout(5). Typically, three slices are acquired per R-R interval, although more slices
can be acquired depending upon heart rate or by acquiring every other heartbeat.

For clinical detection of epicardial CAD, myocardial perfusion imaging needs to be
performed under stress as perfusion at rest is often normal even in the presence of
severe epicardial stenosis. This is typically achieved by inducing maximal coronary
vasodilatation using adenosine, dipyridamole or regadenason. Areas of reduced
perfusion are identified as reduced myocardial signal intensity on first-pass imaging
performed at peak stress. Adenosine, an agonist of the A2 receptor in the
microvasculature, is the most frequently used agent as it has a rapid onset of action
and a short half-life. In normal, non-ischaemic myocardium, it results in hyperaemic
vasodilation with an increase in MBF(6). It has been demonstrated in normal coronary
16

arteries that a peripheral infusion of adenosine at a dose of 140mcg/kg/min is able to
increase coronary blood flow more than four-fold(7) . In the presence of significant
obstructive CAD, MBF to the area of myocardium subtended by an obstructed
coronary artery is reduced and this manifests as reduced signal intensity on first-pass
imaging. Clinically, CMR perfusion is usually assessed qualitatively by visual
assessment of first-pass images. Quantification with measurement of MBF is feasible
but has traditionally been time consuming. Quantitative analysis is desirable as it
allows for more objective assessment of myocardial ischaemia and may correlate with
severity of coronary disease.

7.2 Assessment of hyperaemic response
Adenosine is a potent vasodilator that causes significant hyperaemia of the coronary
arteries. The confirmation of adequate hyperaemia during adenosine stress remains
a clinical challenge as there remains a lack of a “gold standard” non-invasive measure
of hyperaemic response to adenosine. Current CMR guidelines recommend the use
of heart rate and blood pressure response to assess the adequacy of adenosine stress
with heart rate increase by greater than 10bpm or blood pressure drop of greater than
10mmHg suggested as markers of adequate stress response(8). Whilst invasive data
shows that adenosine typically increases heart rate by more than 20bpm, it typically
only causes a small fall in BP (less than 10mmHg)(7). More recent studies have shown
conflicting results regarding the use of heart rate and BP as markers of adenosine
hyperaemia (9-11). In a study of 348 subjects without obstructive CAD, adenosine
infused at a rate of 140mcg/kg/min for 6 minutes resulted in significant increase in
heart rate (mean increase 24±11bpm) but no significant change in BP (mean change
-2±10mmHg)(10). However, change in heart rate correlated poorly with hyperaemic
17

MBF measured using (13N) ammonia positron emission tomography (PET)
imaging(10). In another study of 1932 patients undergoing myocardial perfusion
imaging single photon emission computed tomography (MPI-SPECT), adenosine
resulted in increases in both heart rate and systolic BP. Of note, the heart rate
response was more pronounced in women compared to men (percentage increase of
42±46% in women vs 35±39% in men) and in younger patients (<55 years old)
compared to older patients (percentage increase 47±56% in those <55 years old vs
38±41% in those >55 years old)(11). Furthermore, these parameters may be prone
to physiological variation due to external factors such as fluid status, co-morbidities,
anxiety and use of medication.

A typical stress perfusion CMR protocol involves intravenous administration of
adenosine at a dose of 140mcg/kg/min for four minutes followed by a first-pass
perfusion sequence acquired during administration of gadolinium contrast. Rest
images are usually also acquired with a second gadolinium injection. Where there is
inadequate adenosine response, for example failure for heart rate to increase or lack
of adenosine-related symptoms such as chest tightness, breathlessness or flushing,
the infusion rate is often increased to 175mcg/kg/min or 210mcg/kg/min before
acquisition of images. Given the conflicting research data on haemodynamic
parameters as markers of adequate hyperaemia, these recommendations are based
on expert consensus in the absence of a reliable non-invasive marker. However,
invasive data show that up-titration of adenosine dose from 140mcg/kg/min to
220mcg/kg/min results greater fall in blood pressure and more symptoms without
impacting heart rate or changing categorisation of fractional flow reserve (FFR) as
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being positive or negative(12). This data suggests that higher adenosine doses do not
improve hyperaemia.

The splenic switch-off (SSO) sign, defined as reduction in splenic signal intensity
during stress due to adenosine-induced splenic vasoconstriction, has been proposed
as a useful sign to assess for adequate hyperaemia and is frequently used in clinical
practice. This is based on the observation that SSO was absent in up to a third of
patients with false-negative stress CMR scans(13,14). Whilst potentially useful, the
mechanisms of SSO are not fully understood and SSO assesses the systematic
response to adenosine rather the direct effect on the organ of interest, the heart. As
quantitative perfusion CMR enables measurement of absolute MBF at a regional level,
it may provide a more useful marker of hyperaemia and increase in coronary blood
flow although it also may have limitations in the presence of severe obstructive
multivessel disease.

7.3 Quantitative perfusion imaging
Many quantitative methods have been developed to measure MBF. The simplest
semi-quantitative methods use just the signal intensity (SI) of gadolinium through the
myocardium over time. However, in order to accurately quantify myocardial perfusion,
an additional requirement of knowledge of the arterial input function (AIF) is
required(5). The AIF represents the delivery of contrast to the heart and is commonly
estimated from the left ventricular (LV) blood pool signal. Through a process of
deconvolution analysis, the SI and AIF data can be used to estimate MBF.
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Derivation of the AIF necessitates the acquisition of an additional low-resolution blood
pool readout that can be performed within the existing sequence (termed “dualsequence”) or separately with injection of a low dose (approximately 1/20th of the dose
used for the perfusion sequence) of gadolinium prior to acquiring the perfusion
sequence (termed “dual-bolus”). Accurate quantification is challenging due to the lack
of linearity between the measured signal and contrast agent concentration, which can
lead to quantification bias if not adjusted for. The main sources of non-linearity and
bias are: 1) Spatial signal variations caused by the sensitivity profiles of the surface
coils; 2) imperfect saturation of magnetization during contrast bolus passage; 3) T2*
decay caused by high contrast agent concentration in the blood pool; 4) non-linear
signal response due to saturation recovery that is dependent upon the parameters of
the imaging protocol(3,15). The dual-bolus approach may mitigate some of this bias,
particularly the T2* effect, but has some practical drawbacks including the need for
multiple injections and acquisitions(16). It has been shown that both the dual-bolus
and dual-sequence (using a single contrast injection) methods correlate closely with
MBF measured using microspheres(16). Additionally, quantification of MBF has
traditionally been time-consuming requiring lengthy offline post-processing in order to
obtain MBF values.

Estimation of MBF values requires a process of mathematical modelling using SI and
AIF data. Several models have been developed with the most commonly used being
the Fermi function deconvolution method. When compared to microsphere derived
MBF in a pig heart model, the Fermi method has been shown to be more accurate
than three other tested models (autoregressive moving average (ARMA), exponential
and B-spline) with a correlation co-efficient of 0.93 at 1.5T and 0.90 at 3T(17). More
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recently, an alternative distributed parameter (DP) model has been developed which
is based upon physiological principles of tracer kinetics analysis(18). In patients with
obstructive disease, the DP model has been shown to have higher sensitivity and
specificity than the Fermi model at 3T (DP: sensitivity 96%, specificity 92%; Fermi:
sensitivity 78%, specificity 88%)(19). Additionally, Fermi derived MBF values are
systemically higher than DP-derived values suggesting that normal and abnormal
MBF ranges vary depending upon the model used.

7.4 Myocardial perfusion mapping
The myocardial perfusion mapping sequence uses a dual-sequence approach, which
incorporates in-line generation of a pixel-wise perfusion map that can be used for
direct quantification of MBF. The imaging protocol involves the acquisition of lowresolution blood pool images to estimate the AIF every heartbeat immediately
following the R-wave trigger followed by higher resolution images for the perfusion
images (Figure 1). Both are SR sequences with a FLASH readout for the AIF images
and balanced SSFP for myocardial imaging. Prior to administration of contrast, proton
density (PD) weighted images are acquired for surface coil intensity correction and
normalisation of signal values. The low-resolution blood pool image protocol uses low
flip-angle FLASH with 2 echoes in order to keep the echo times short to minimise T2*
losses at high concentration, and so that remaining T2* losses can be estimated and
corrected. Following acquisition of the high-resolution perfusion images and lowresolution AIF, there is a process of motion correction, surface coil intensity correction
and contrast concentration conversion followed by input into a tissue-exchange model
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that calculates MBF. This results in the output on the scanner of the traditional
perfusion images, myocardial perfusion maps and AIF gadolinium curve (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Overview of dual-sequence perfusion sequence.
The low resolution AIF image is acquired at the R wave trigger followed by full
resolution perfusion images. (TS saturation time, TD trigger delay, SR saturation
recovery, RF radiofrequency, TE echo time)
(Reproduced courtesy of Prof Peter Kellman)
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Figure 2: Illustration of first pass contrast enhanced myocardial perfusion
imaging showing different phases during passage of contrast bolus.
Proton density images are acquired at the beginning of imaging prior to contrast
injection. The time intensity signals represent the intensities of the right ventricular
(RV) blood pool (blue), LV blood pool (red) and myocardium (black). The complete
time series of images are automatically processed to estimate pixel-wise
myocardial blood flow maps.
(Reproduced courtesy of Prof Peter Kellman)

It has been shown that this quantitative perfusion mapping sequence has good
repeatability in healthy subjects with stress MBF showing better performance than
myocardial perfusion reserve (MPR, the ratio of stress MBF to rest MBF), particularly
when regional analysis is performed(20). The only clinical validation study to date
using this sequence has been a comparison to 13N-PET in 21 patients with stable
CAD(21). This study showed there was a strong correlation between both global MBF
23

(r=0.92) and regional MBF (r=0.83) quantified by PET and CMR perfusion mapping.
To date there have been no clinical validation studies using invasive coronary
angiography or coronary physiology as the reference standard and the optimal
methods of analysing quantitative perfusion maps have not been fully assessed.

7.5 Clinical utility of stress perfusion CMR
Traditional stress perfusion CMR has now been incorporated into clinical guidelines
for the diagnosis of stable angina(1,2). There have been numerous studies confirming
the diagnostic accuracy of stress perfusion CMR compared to coronary angiography,
invasively measured FFR and SPECT(22-26). Furthermore, recent large randomized
controlled trials (CE-MARC 2 and MR-INFORM) have shown that stress perfusion
CMR reduced the need for unnecessary coronary angiography in patients being
investigated for suspected angina(27,28). However, debate remains on the gold
standard to which stress perfusion CMR should be compared. When compared to
invasive coronary angiography, early trials of stress perfusion CMR demonstrated a
sensitivity of 89% and specificity of 80% to detect significant coronary stenosis defined
as >50% diameter stenosis(26). However, it is now known that angiographic diameter
stenosis is not a good marker of physiological significance of CAD(29). Watkins et al
demonstrated that visual analysis of CMR perfusion imaging had sensitivity of 91%
and specificity 94% for the detection of functional significant CAD defined as FFR
<0.75(30). More recently, focus has shifted towards quantitative analysis of stress
perfusion CMR compared to invasively measured FFR. For example, Lockie et al
demonstrated that myocardial perfusion reserve (MPR) <1.58 (at 3.0T using Fermiconstrained deconvolution) was able to detect areas of myocardium subtended by
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coronary arteries with FFR <0.75 with a sensitivity of 0.80 and specificity of 0.89(31)
and Costa et al demonstrated MPR <2.04 (at 1.5T using Fermi-constrained
deconvolution) had sensitivity 0.93 and specificity 0.57 for detecting areas of
myocardium subtended by coronary arteries with FFR <0.75(25). However, both of
these studies involved offline image post-processing with dedicated software to obtain
MBF values.

A recent meta-analysis of studies assessing quantitative and semi-quantitative stress
CMR identified 22 studies with overall per-territory sensitivity 82% and specificity 83%,
and per-patient sensitivity 83% and specificity 76%. However, there was large
heterogeneity between studies in terms of both the CMR protocol and the reference
standard (with quantitative coronary angiography rather than FFR used in the majority
of studies)(32). Additionally, the individual studies included were generally small
(number of patients between 14 and 125). As a result, there remains doubt about both
the clinical applicability and optimal method to perform quantitative perfusion CMR.

Stress CMR images can be interpreted in a number of ways. Firstly, analysis can be
performed at a patient level or at a coronary artery level. It can be argued that for the
detection of obstructive CAD, patient level analysis is more useful as 1) coronary
anatomy and dominance is not known, and 2) the detection of any level of ischaemia
is likely to result in anatomical imaging such as invasive coronary angiography.
However, regional analysis is more useful when coronary anatomy is known,
particularly when being used for decision-making regarding revascularisation. Using
visual analysis, the threshold for diagnosing ischaemia varies. For example, the CE-
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MARC 2 study used 2 adjacent segments of a 16-segment model with >50% wall
thickness perfusion defect(33) whereas the MR-INFORM study used 2 adjacent
segments on a 32-segment model(22) and MR-IMPACT used 1 segment on a 16segment model(34). Quantitative analysis of perfusion maps opens up the possibility
for multiple methods of analysis with no studies to date defining an optimal method of
analysis. Additionally, as MBF can be measured at a pixel level, quantification of
percentage of myocardium with blood flow below a defined ischaemic threshold can
also be measured, and it could be hypothesised that multivessel CAD would result in
higher “ischaemic burden” than single vessel disease.

7.6 Limitations of stress CMR in multivessel disease
Multivessel coronary artery disease (two- or three-vessel obstructive disease,
MVCAD) is a common finding, being found in approximately 30% of patients
undergoing elective coronary angiography(35). When managed medically, patients
with MVCAD have a poorer outcome (12-year survival 40% for three-vessel disease
and 59% for two-vessel disease) compared to those with single vessel disease (12year survival 74%)(36).
Whilst stress perfusion CMR is a highly accurate tool for the detection of obstructive
(CAD)(26,37), it has been suggested that CMR may underestimate the burden of
ischaemia in patients with MVCAD(38). It has previously been shown that perfusion
defects in all three coronary territories are only present in up to 58% of patients with
known obstructive three-vessel disease(39).
With the increasing use of stress perfusion CMR to guide revascularization strategies,
it is essential to correctly identify all areas of ischaemia. In patients with MVCAD, when
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first-pass stress perfusion images are analysed visually, perfusion defects are often
most prominent in one coronary territory, usually the one with the most severe
coronary stenosis, and defects in other territories may be subtler or appear to be
absent.
The ability to measure stress MBF at a regional level using perfusion mapping may
improve detection of MVCAD as it can detect diffuse reduction in MBF that may be
missed by visual analysis of first pass perfusion images. Additionally, pixelwise
assessment may allow assessment of ischaemic burden, the percentage of
myocardium with reduced MBF.

7.7 Invasive coronary physiology as the reference standard
It is now well-recognised that coronary angiography alone cannot fully characterise
the clinical significance of coronary stenoses(40). Measurement of coronary pressure
and flow provides information complementary to coronary angiography that can
provide more objective assessment of the physiological and clinical significance of a
coronary stenosis. Myocardial ischaemia develops in response to an imbalance
between oxygen supply and myocardial tissue demand. Coronary blood flow provides
the required oxygen supply for a given myocardial oxygen demand, and it normally
increases in order to meet increased myocardial demand, for example in response to
exercise and neurohormonal or pharmacological hyperaemic stimuli(40). This
increase from baseline to maximal flow is termed coronary flow reserve (CFR), which
is usually >3 across a normal coronary artery supplying normal myocardium(41). MBF
has 3 major components of resistance: the epicardial vessel (R1), the small arteries
and arterioles <400µm (R2) and the intramyocardial capillary system (R3)(40). In
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patients without atherosclerosis, adjustment of coronary resistance occurs
predominately at the level of R2. Epicardial coronary stenosis in vessels >400µm
diameter increases R1 resistance and reduces CFR. Additionally, several conditions
including left ventricular hypertrophy, myocardial ischaemia and diabetes may
increase R3 resistance and also reduce CFR in the absence of epicardial stenosis(40).
Therefore, CFR can be seen a combined measure of the ability of the coronary
vascular bed to achieve maximal blood flow in response to hyperaemic stimulus but
without indicating at which level the increase in resistance to flow is occurring.

FFR is a pressure-derived measure that can be used to assess the severity of an
epicardial stenosis, based on the principle that, when microvascular resistance is
minimal, coronary pressure can be approximated to coronary flow. Hence when
microvascular resistance is minimised by the induction of hyperaemia, for example
with adenosine, the change in pressure across a stenosis approximates to reduction
in coronary flow(42). In practice, the measurement of FFR involves the measurement
of pressure distal (Pd) to a stenosis using a coronary wire with a pressure sensor at
the tip, and the measurement of aortic pressure (Pa) from the tip of the guiding
catheter under conditions of maximal hyperaemia, where FFR = Pd/Pa. FFR is more
specific for measuring epicardial stenosis severity than CFR. FFR has emerged as the
most widely used clinical tool for physiological assessment of stenosis severity in view
of its ease of use, high reproducibility and lack of variability with changes in heart rate
and blood pressure(43). More recently, resting indices have been developed avoiding
the need for induction of hyperaemia with adenosine. Of these, the most widely studied
is the instantaneous wave-free ratio (iFR) which is resting pressure gradient across a
coronary lesion during the period in diastole where microvascular resistance is low
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and stable(44). It has been shown that iFR has a similar diagnostic accuracy to
FFR(45,46) and that iFR-guided revascularisation is non-inferior to revascularisation
guided by FFR(47,48).

There is now a large body of evidence supporting the use of coronary physiology in
clinical decision making. An FFR £0.75 is associated with inducible ischaemia with a
specificity of 100% and FFR>0.80 indicates the absence of inducible ischaemia with
a sensitivity of 90%(49). The two landmark studies using FFR were the FAME study,
showing improved outcomes in FFR-guided PCI compared to angiography guided PCI
in terms mortality, myocardial infarction and repeat revascularisation, and the FAME2 study, showing that PCI was superior to medical therapy in patients with coronary
lesions where FFR was abnormal(50,51). Both studies used a cut-off of FFR £0.80 as
being positive and this is the cut-off now routinely used in clinical practice.

Whilst CFR and FFR are useful to assess the severity of epicardial coronary stenosis,
it is estimated that over 50% of patients undergoing coronary angiography for
investigation of angina have normal coronary arteries or non-obstructive disease
(<50% angiographic stenosis)(52). Many of these patients will have symptoms due to
abnormal function of the coronary microcirculation (R2 and R3). Coronary
microvascular dysfunction (CMD) is defined as reduced CFR in the absence of
epicardial coronary disease(53). Index of microcirculatory resistance (IMR) is an
additional invasive physiological measure that has been proposed as a useful tool to
assess microvascular function. The transit time of blood passing down a coronary
artery can be measured by injecting a bolus of saline into the coronary artery and
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measuring the temperature change at the tip of a pressure wire placed distally in the
vessel. It has been shown that there is a strong correlation between mean transit time
and absolute flow(54,55). This also forms the basis of the thermodilution method to
calculate CFR where CFR is transit time at rest divided by transit time during
hyperaemia.

IMR is defined as distal coronary pressure divided by the inverse of the hyperaemic
mean transit time(56). It is postulated as being independent of epicardial stenosis
because as both distal pressure and flow will fall in the presence of an epicardial
stenosis, IMR should be unaffected. IMR is derived from the assumption that at peak
hyperaemia the variability of resting vascular tone and haemodynamics will be
eliminated and that minimum microvascular resistance will be achieved(56). It is
suggested that IMR is more reproducible and less haemodynamically dependent than
CFR(57). Normal IMR values have been suggested as <25 in patients without
evidence of atherosclerosis and <29 in patients with co-existing intermediate coronary
stenosis(58,59). It has been shown that over 25% of stenoses with FFR>0.80 have
elevated IMR (defined as >23)(60) and that two-thirds of patients with angina and nonobstructive CAD have abnormal microvascular function defined by abnormal IMR,
CFR or resistance reserve ratio (another invasive marker or microvascular
function)(61). Additionally, it has been suggested that CMD is a systemic process with
patients

with

coronary

abnormalities(62).

CMD

commonly

having

systemic

microvascular

Whilst there is lack of data demonstrating clinical benefit

associated with reduction in IMR, measurement of IMR provides a useful tool for the
diagnosis of CMD. It has recently been demonstrated that targeted medical therapy
improves angina symptoms in patients with microvascular angina(63) and both CFR
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and IMR have now been incorporated into guidelines for the assessment of patients
with suspected coronary CMD(64).

In summary, four commonly used and validated invasive physiological parameters are
FFR, iFR, CFR and IMR, with FFR and iFR being more specific for assessment of
epicardial stenosis and IMR more useful for the assessment of microvascular function.
CFR is composite measure that is affected by both epicardial disease and
microvascular function. In this thesis, I will use FFR and IMR as the reference
standards to which MBF measured using myocardial perfusion mapping will be
compared to assess for diagnostic accuracy in the detection of coronary artery disease
and CMD.

7.8 Summary
Pixelwise quantitative CMR perfusion mapping is a novel sequence that opens up
multiple possibilities for the improvement in performance of stress perfusion CMR
however it has not yet been fully validated for clinical use. Thus far, repeatability has
been confirmed in healthy volunteers(20) and correlation with PET has been
demonstrated in a small cohort of patients with stable angina(21). More
comprehensive validation is required before this sequence can be fully implemented
into clinical practice.

In this thesis, I plan to study this sequence with a view to validating it for clinical use.
In particular, I will assess the accuracy of perfusion mapping to detect obstructive
coronary disease defined by FFR and CMD defined by IMR. Secondly, I will investigate
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the use of perfusion mapping to assess hyperaemic response. Finally, I will assess
the use of perfusion mapping in multivessel disease and investigate different methods
for analysing perfusion maps.
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8 RESEARCH AIMS

This thesis investigates the validation and use of a novel automated quantitative
perfusion mapping CMR method in patients with CAD. The perfusion sequence was
designed and developed by Professor Peter Kellman at the National Institutes of
Health (NIH), Bethesda, USA, who has also provided technical support for the
sequence throughout my PhD.

My aims were:
1. Validation: to validate the use of quantitative perfusion mapping for the
detection of obstructive CAD and coronary CMD in a cohort of patients with
stable angina undergoing invasive coronary angiography with coronary
physiology assessment
2. Assessing hyperaemic response: to assess the performance of quantitative
perfusion maps as a tool to confirm adequate response to adenosine
3. To identify the optimal method for analysis of perfusion maps to diagnose
obstructive CAD at a patient level
4. To assess the performance of perfusion mapping for the detection of
multivessel CAD and compare this to visual analysis of traditional first pass
perfusion imaging
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9 METHODS
9.1 ETHICAL APPROVAL
Ethical approval was obtained from the London Hampstead Research Ethics
Committee for recruitment of patients undergoing both stress perfusion CMR and
coronary physiology assessment (REC reference: 17/LO/0500) and South-Central
Research Ethics Committee for recruitment of control subjects (REC reference:
17/SC/0077). Participants undergoing clinically indicated stress perfusion CMR scans
provided written consent for use of their data for research purposes (approval provided
by UCL/UCLH Joint Research Ethics Committee). All patients recruited provided
written informed consent.

9.2 PATIENTS
Patients undergoing stress perfusion CMR and full invasive coronary
physiology assessment
A total of 54 patients scheduled to attend for invasive coronary angiography as
assessment for suspected CAD were recruited to undergo a research stress perfusion
CMR scan and full invasive coronary physiological assessment in all major epicardial
vessels. Patients were identified from waiting lists for invasive coronary angiography
and were approached either at pre-assessment clinic or via telephone call prior to their
anticipated date of admission. For all patients, invasive coronary angiography was part
of clinical care for investigation of angina. Patients were referred directly from
cardiology clinic due to high clinical probability of CAD or after having a non-invasive
test such as stress echocardiogram or CT coronary angiography. Prior to angiography,
patients routinely had a 12-lead ECG and blood tests including renal function, full
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blood count and clotting as part of clinical care. All procedures were scheduled as day
cases and the CMR performed prior to the invasive procedure.

During invasive coronary angiography, following acquisition of diagnostic angiogram
images, coronary physiology assessment was performed in all major epicardial
vessels as described below. Following this, percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
was performed if clinically indicated.

Inclusion criteria for this cohort were:
•

Age 18-80 years

•

Symptoms consistent with stable angina

•

Clinical plan for invasive coronary angiography

Exclusion criteria were:
•

Previous coronary artery bypass surgery (CABG)

•

Myocardial infarction (MI) with transmural late gadolinium enhancement

•

Unstable symptoms (including crescendo angina, angina at rest or acute
coronary syndrome)

•

Standard contraindications to CMR or adenosine

•

Estimated glomerular filtration rate <30ml/min/1.73m2 were excluded.
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Four participants recruited were subsequently withdrawn. Two patients were
withdrawn following CMR, one who was found to have a transmural myocardial
infarction on the CMR scan and one who admitted to having had caffeine prior to the
CMR scan which resulted in inadequate adenosine response. Two participants did not
undergo coronary physiology assessment due to operational issues.

Patients undergoing clinically indicated stress perfusion CMR
A total of 177 patients undergoing clinically indicated stress perfusion CMR scans
were also recruited at the Royal Free Hospital. Scans were performed either for
assessment of suspected CAD or for the assessment in ischaemia in those with known
CAD. This cohort included patients with CABG, previous PCI and previous myocardial
infarction. Of this cohort, 95 patients without past CABG had also undergone invasive
coronary angiography within six months of the CMR scan. Coronary angiography was
performed for clinical reasons. In the presence of angiographically moderate stenosis,
coronary physiology with the assessment of fractional flow reserve (FFR) was
performed in order to guide clinical treatment. Additionally, for the assessment of
patients with multivessel disease a further 56 patients undergoing clinically indicated
stress perfusion CMR and having invasive coronary angiography within 6 months of
the CMR scan were recruited from Barts Heart Centre. This cohort included patients
with previous PCI and previous MI but excluded patients with previous CABG. More
detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria for each study are outlined in the relevant
results sections.
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9.3 HEALTHY CONTROLS
Twenty-two healthy volunteers (control subjects) with no symptoms and no past
history of cardiovascular disease, hypertension or diabetes were also recruited and
underwent stress perfusion CMR only.

9.4 CMR PROTOCOL
All patients underwent stress perfusion CMR at 1.5T (Magnetom Aera, Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Scans were performed in accordance with local
protocol and patients were asked to refrain from caffeine for at least 12 hours prior to
the scan.

Pilot images
All studies started with single shot pilot images with the following settings: repeat time
(TR): 3.39ms, echo time (TE): 1.7ms, slice thickness, 5mm, field of view (FOV) 360 x
360mm, read matrix 256 and flip angle 60o.

Cine imaging
After acquisition of pilot images, steady state free precession (SSFP) cine imaging
was then undertaken, firstly in the long axis planes with a short axis cut through the
aortic valve. A standard LV short axis stack was acquired in between stress and rest
perfusion imaging using a slice thickness of 7mm with a gap between slices of 3mm.
Retrospective ECG gating was used with 25 phases. Typical fast imaging with steady
state precession (FISP) imaging parameters were TE: 1.6ms, TR: 3.2 ms, in plane
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pixel size 2.3 x 1.4mm, slice thickness 7mm, flip angle 60o. These settings were
optimized accordingly if the subject was unable to breath-hold or had an arrhythmia.

Perfusion imaging
Basal, mid-ventricular and apical short-axis perfusion images were acquired both at
rest and during hyperaemia. Rest perfusion was acquired at least 10 minutes after
cessation of adenosine. Hyperaemia was induced using adenosine infused via a
peripheral cannula at a rate of 140mcg/kg/min for 4 minutes with a further 2 minutes
at 175mcg/kg/min if there was evidence of insufficient stress (such as no heart rate
response and no symptoms). Heart rate and blood pressure were measured prior to
administration of adenosine and at peak hyperaemia.

The sequence used utilised a dual sequence approach with separate pulse sequences
for AIF and myocardial tissue. Image acquisition was performed over 60 heart beats
with a bolus of 0.05mmol/kg gadoterate meglumine (Dotarem, Guerbet SA, Paris,
France) administered at 4 ml/sec followed by a 20 ml saline flush during acquisition of
the perfusion sequence. The arterial input function (AIF) was calculated using the left
ventricular (LV) blood pool signal which was automatically segmented from optimised
low-resolution images acquired in parallel with higher spatial resolution images used
for measuring myocardial perfusion. In order to achieve an accurate estimation of the
gadolinium concentration from the AIF signal a number of steps were taken in the
design of the sequence protocol and image reconstruction (3). In brief, the sequence
uses a low flip angle FLASH low resolution protocol for AIF imaging with 2 echoes
such that the echo times were short to minimize T2* losses at high concentration, and
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so that remaining T2* losses could be estimated and corrected. The non-linearity of
saturation recovery was minimized by using a short saturation delay achieved using a
small matrix and parallel imaging to reduce the number of phase encode lines. The
remaining non-linear response was corrected by converting to gadolinium
concentration units by means of a look-up table calculated by a Bloch simulation of
the specific imaging protocol, which was recalculated for each scan as part of the
image reconstruction. Myocardial perfusion was then calculated using a blood tissue
exchange model(65) and pixel-wise perfusion maps were automatically generated inline.

Perfusion maps were analysed using offline using Osirix MD 9.0 (Bernex,
Switzerland). The endo- and epicardial borders were manually delineated for each
basal, mid-ventricular and apical perfusion map, excluding obvious image artefacts
and coronary arteries. The basal and mid-cavity slices were divided into 6 segments
and the apical slice into 4 segments, with average MBF recorded for each segment.
Average MBF in ml/g/min was then calculated for each coronary territory according
the 17-segment model modified for coronary dominance and excluding the apical
segment(66). Myocardial perfusion reserve (MPR) was also calculated, defined as the
ratio between MBF at stress over rest. Global MBF in ml/g/min was calculated by
averaging MBF across the three slices and global MPR was calculated as the ratio
between global stress MBF and global rest MBF. First-pass perfusion images were
also analysed visually.
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Late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) imaging
Following acquisition of rest perfusion images, LGE assessment was undertaken
using a free breathing motion corrected phase sensitive inversion recovery (PSIR)
sequence. Typical parameters were: Slice thickness 8 mm, TR: 9.8 ms, TE: 4.6ms, α:
21o, FOV 340 x 220 mm (transverse plane), sampled matrix size 256 x 115-135, 21
k–space lines acquired every other RR interval (21 segments with linear reordered
phase encoding), spatial resolution 1.3 x 2.1 x 8 mm.

These parameters were

optimised according to individual patient characteristics. The inversion time (TI) was
manually set to achieve nulling of the myocardium between 300 and 440 ms. When
LGE was observed, images were acquired in phase swap and crosscut to ensure
artefact elimination.

9.5 INVASIVE CORONARY PHYSIOLOGY MEASURES AND ANALYSIS
For participants recruited to the coronary physiology study, where possible indices of
coronary physiology were obtained in all major epicardial vessels. All patients were
pre-treated with aspirin and clopidogrel. Intra-arterial heparin (70iu/kg) was
administered prior to physiology assessment with further additional doses
administered according to the actual clotting time (ACT). Coronary catheterisation was
performed using a 6-F guiding catheter via radial or femoral arterial access. Following
measurement, coronary stenting was performed if FFR £0.80 and clinically indicated.
Measurements were obtained using a coronary Pressure Wire (St Jude Medical, St
Paul, Minnesota) connected to a RadiAnalyzer (St Jude Medical, St Paul, Minnesota).
Aortic pressure (Pa) was recorded from the guiding catheter. FFR was defined as the
ratio of distal pressure (Pd) measured using the pressure wire and Pa, under
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140mcg/kg/min via a peripheral vein(43). IMR was defined as the mean hyperaemic
distal pressure multiplied by the mean hyperaemic transit time as previously
described(55). FFR £0.80 and IMR ³25 were defined as abnormal(51,67). Small, nondominant vessels were not interrogated. Where a vessel had a critical stenosis (>95%
stenosis diameter) and it was assessed by the operator to be unsafe to pass a
pressure wire, it was assumed that the vessel had FFR<0.80.

For regional per-territory analysis, each vessel was classified as follows: obstructive
CAD = FFR £0.80; CMD = FFR >0.80 and IMR ³25; Normal = FFR >0.80 and IMR
<25. For global analysis, patients were classified into the following groups: Singlevessel disease = FFR £0.80 in one epicardial artery; two-vessel disease = FFR £0.80
in two epicardial arteries; three-vessel disease = FFR £0.80 in all 3 epicardial arteries;
CMD = FFR >0.80 in all 3 epicardial arteries and IMR ³25 in at least one artery; Normal
coronary physiology (NCP) = FFR >0.80 and IMR <25 in all epicardial vessels.

A number of patients undergoing clinically indicated stress perfusion CMR also
underwent invasive coronary angiography with clinically indicated assessment of FFR.
In these cases, measurements were undertaken using the same protocol but without
measurement of IMR.
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9.6 CLINICAL DATA
Clinical data was collated from electronic medical records. The following data was
collected:
•

Gender

•

Age

•

Ethnicity

•

Height

•

Weight

•

Past medical history of diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia, stroke,
transient ischaemic attack (TIA), peripheral vascular disease, atrial fibrillation

•

History of smoking

•

Family history of ischaemic heart disease

•

Canadian Cardiovascular Society (CCS) angina class

•

History of previous PCI or CABG

•

History of previous MI

9.7 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Version 24 (IBM, Somers, New
York) and MedCalc 13.2.1.0 (Ostend, Belgium). All continuous variables were tested
for departure from a normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test). Normally distributed
metrics are summarized by the mean ± standard deviation (SD) and non-normally
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distributed metrics as median (interquartile range). Statistical tests performed for each
study are outlined in each results chapter.
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10 RESULTS: VALIDATION OF PERFUSION MAPPING TO
DETECT OBSTRUCTIVE CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
AND CORONARY MICROVASCULAR DYSFUNCTION

This chapter is based upon the publication below:
Kotecha T, Martinez-Naharro A, Boldrini M, Knight D, Hawkins P, Kalra S, Patel D,
Coghlan JG, Moon J, Plein S, Lockie T, Rakhit RD, Patel N, Xue H, Kellman P,
Fontana M. Automated pixel-wise quantitative myocardial perfusion mapping by CMR
to detect obstructive coronary artery disease and coronary microvascular dysfunction:
validation against invasive coronary microvascular dysfunction. JACC Cardiovasc
Imaging 2019; 12(10): 1958-1969.

My contribution was designing the study, recruiting all participants, performing the
majority of CMR scans (45/54 participants and all healthy volunteers), performing the
majority of invasive physiology assessments, analysing all the data, performing
statistical analysis and writing the paper.

10.1 INTRODUCTION
Stable angina is a common clinical presentation that is frequently due to obstructive
coronary artery disease (CAD). Invasive coronary angiography (ICA) allows for
diagnosis of epicardial CAD and treatment with percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI). However, over half of patients referred for ICA for investigation of chest pain
have normal or angiographically non-obstructed coronary arteries(52). Many of these
patients are told their test is “normal” or given a diagnosis of coronary microvascular
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dysfunction (CMD), with reassurance and no specific treatment. This is despite the
fact that angina in the absence of obstructive CAD is associated with increased
cardiovascular risk(68), as well as higher rates of hospital admissions and repeat
coronary angiography(69).

Visual analysis of ICA is able to demonstrate coronary artery patency but fails to
provide information about the physiological significance(70). Fractional flow reserve
(FFR) is a pressure-derived measure that can be used to assess the severity of
epicardial stenosis, and FFR-guided revascularization has been shown to be superior
to angiography-guided intervention in stable CAD(51). It has emerged as the invasive
reference standard for physiological assessment of stenosis severity in view of its ease
of use, reproducibility and lack of variability with changes in heart rate and blood
pressure(43). Index of microcirculatory resistance (IMR) is an additional invasive
physiological measure that has been proposed as a useful tool to diagnose coronary
CMD, independent of epicardial stenosis(67). It has been shown that over 25% of
vessels with FFR>0.80 have elevated IMR, consistent with a diagnosis of CMD(60).

Stress perfusion cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) has emerged as an
accurate non-invasive tool for the detection of clinically significant CAD and its use
has been incorporated into guidelines(2). In clinical practice, stress perfusion CMR is
usually evaluated qualitatively by visual analysis of first-pass gadolinium
images(27,34). This approach may be inaccurate when myocardial blood flow (MBF)
is globally reduced, for example in three-vessel disease, but also does not allow
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reliable quantification of severity of disease or the assessment of microvascular
function.

Recently, a new respiratory motion corrected myocardial perfusion method with
automated in-line perfusion mapping has been developed, allowing free breathing
acquisition and pixel-wise quantification of MBF(3). This dual sequence protocol
provides the ability to rapidly and quantitatively assess MBF using perfusion maps
generated and displayed in-line on the scanner within minutes. This would be clinically
desirable to objectively assess the severity of CAD, to potentially diagnose CMD and
to risk stratify patients. The sequence has recently been shown to have good
repeatability in healthy subjects(20). Whilst it has been shown that there is good
correlation between MBF quantified by stress CMR and positron emission tomography
(PET)(21), this new sequence requires further clinical validation and assessment.

The primary hypothesis was that stress MBF measured using myocardial perfusion
mapping is significantly lower in coronary territories supplied by vessels with
physiologically obstructive stenoses (defined by FFR £0.80) compared to nonobstructed vessels. Secondary hypotheses were that 1) stress MBF is reduced in
patients with CMD and 2) myocardial perfusion mapping is able to differentiate CMD
and obstructive three-vessel CAD.
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10.2 METHODS
Patients aged between 18 and 80 years with symptoms consistent with stable angina
were recruited at the Royal Free Hospital, London, United Kingdom between May
2017 and May 2018. Participants underwent stress perfusion CMR with myocardial
perfusion mapping prior to ICA and then measurement of FFR and IMR in all major
epicardial vessels during the invasive procedure. All patients were referred for ICA for
clinical reasons and underwent stress perfusion CMR prior to the invasive procedure
as part of the research protocol (unless CMR was performed in the preceding 30 days
for clinical reasons). Fifteen healthy volunteers (control subjects) with no symptoms
and no past history of cardiovascular disease, hypertension or diabetes were also
recruited and underwent stress perfusion CMR only. Ethical approval was obtained
from the London Hampstead Research Ethics Committee for recruitment of patients
(REC reference: 17/LO/0500) and South-Central Research Ethics Committee for
recruitment of control subjects (REC reference: 17/SC/0077). All patients recruited
provided written informed consent.

Exclusion Criteria
Previous CABG, MI (with transmural late gadolinium enhancement), unstable
symptoms (including crescendo angina, angina at rest or acute coronary syndrome),
standard contraindications to CMR or adenosine, or estimated glomerular filtration rate
<30ml/min/1.73m2 were excluded.
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Stress perfusion CMR image acquisition and analysis
All patients underwent stress perfusion CMR at 1.5T (Magnetom Aera, Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Scans were performed in accordance with local
protocol and patients were asked to refrain from caffeine for at least 12 hours prior to
the scan. Basal, mid-ventricular and apical short-axis perfusion images were acquired
both at rest and during hyperaemia. Rest perfusion was acquired at least 10 minutes
after cessation of adenosine. Hyperaemia was induced using adenosine infused via a
peripheral cannula at a rate of 140mcg/kg/min for 4 minutes with a further 2 minutes
at 175mcg/kg/min if there was evidence of insufficient stress (such as no heart rate
response and no symptoms). Image acquisition was performed over 60 heartbeats
with a bolus of 0.05mmol/kg gadoterate meglumine (Dotarem, Guerbet SA, Paris,
France) administered at 4ml/sec followed by a 20ml saline flush during acquisition of
the perfusion sequence.

The perfusion mapping sequence utilised a dual sequence approach with separate
pulse sequences for AIF and myocardial tissue. Image acquisition was performed over
60 heart beats with a bolus of 0.05mmol/kg gadoterate meglumine (Dotarem, Guerbet
SA, Paris, France) administered at 4 ml/sec followed by a 20 ml saline flush during
acquisition of the perfusion sequence. The arterial input function (AIF) was calculated
using the left ventricular (LV) blood pool signal which was automatically segmented
from optimised low-resolution images acquired in parallel with higher spatial resolution
images used for estimating myocardial perfusion. In order to achieve an accurate
estimation of the gadolinium concentration from the AIF signal a number of steps were
taken in the design of the sequence protocol and image reconstruction as previously
described(3). In brief, the sequence uses a low flip angle FLASH low resolution
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protocol for AIF imaging with 2 echoes such that the echo times were short to minimize
T2* losses at high concentration, and so that remaining T2* losses could be estimated
and corrected. The non-linearity of saturation recovery was minimized by using a short
saturation delay achieved using a small matrix and parallel imaging to reduce the
number of phase encode lines. The remaining non-linear response was corrected by
converting to gadolinium concentration units by means of a look-up-table calculated
by a Bloch simulation of the specific imaging protocol, which was recalculated for each
scan as part of the image reconstruction. Myocardial perfusion was then calculated
using a blood tissue exchange model(65) and pixel-wise perfusion maps were
automatically generated in-line.

Perfusion maps were analysed using offline using Osirix MD 9.0 (Bernex,
Switzerland). The endo- and epicardial borders were manually delineated for each
basal, mid-ventricular and apical perfusion map, excluding obvious image artefacts
and coronary arteries. Average MBF in ml/g/min was assessed per coronary artery
territory according the 17-segment model modified for coronary dominance and
excluding the apical segment(66). Myocardial perfusion reserve (MPR) was also
calculated, defined as the ratio between MBF at stress over rest. Global MBF in
ml/g/min was calculated by averaging MBF across the three slices and global MPR
was calculated as the ratio between global stress MBF and global rest MBF. Firstpass perfusion images were also analysed visually by two experienced observers
blinded to the findings of the coronary angiograms, coronary physiology and perfusion
maps.
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Invasive coronary physiology measures and analysis
All patients were pre-treated with aspirin and clopidogrel. Intra-arterial heparin
(70iu/kg) was administered during the procedure. Coronary catheterisation was
performed using a 6-F guiding catheter via radial access. Where possible, indices of
coronary physiology were obtained in all major epicardial vessels. Following
measurement, coronary stenting was performed if FFR£0.80 and clinically indicated.
Measurements were obtained using a coronary Pressure Wire (St Jude Medical, St
Paul, Minnesota) connected to a RadiAnalyzer (St Jude Medical, St Paul, Minnesota).
Aortic pressure (Pa) was recorded from the guiding catheter. FFR was defined as the
ratio of distal pressure (Pd) measured using the pressure wire and Pa, under
conditions

of

maximal

hyperaemia

induced

by

administering

adenosine

140mcg/kg/min via a peripheral vein(43). IMR was defined as the mean hyperaemic
distal pressure multiplied by the mean hyperaemic transit time as previously
described(55). FFR£0.80 and IMR³25 were defined as abnormal(51,67). Small, nondominant vessels were not interrogated. Where a vessel had a critical stenosis (>95%
stenosis diameter) and it was assessed by the operator to be unsafe to pass a
pressure wire, it was assumed that the vessel had FFR<0.80.

For regional per-territory analysis, each vessel was classified as follows: obstructive
CAD = FFR £0.80; CMD = FFR >0.80 and IMR ³25; Normal = FFR >0.80 and IMR
<25. For global analysis, patients were classified into the following groups: Singlevessel disease = FFR £0.80 in one epicardial artery; two-vessel disease = FFR £0.80
in two epicardial arteries; three-vessel disease = FFR £0.80 in all 3 epicardial arteries;
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CMD = FFR >0.80 in all 3 epicardial arteries and IMR ³25 in at least one artery; Normal
coronary physiology (NCP) = FFR >0.80 and IMR <25 in all epicardial vessels.

Statistical analysis
All continuous variables were tested for normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test).
Normally distributed metrics are summarized by the mean ± standard deviation (SD).
For normally distributed variables, the unpaired Student t-test was used to compare
the means between two groups and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with posthoc Bonferroni correction to compare the means of multiple groups. Data that were
not normally distributed are summarized by the median (interquartile range).
Correlations between continuous variables were evaluated by the Spearman
correlation coefficient (rho). Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves were
compared using the Delong method. The Youden index was used to identify optimal
stress MBF and MPR cut-offs on a per-territory basis using all coronary territories
combined and also by individual coronary territory. A p value of <0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

No adjustments were made for MBF or physiology

measurements within individuals. ROC analyses were performed using MedCalc
13.2.1.0 (Ostend, Belgium). All other statistical analysis was performed using IBM
SPSS Statistics Version 24 (IBM, Somers, New York).

Sample size calculation
Previously published data comparing MPR and FFR using an alternative semiquantitative method of perfusion showed an MPR of 1.54±0.36 in areas with FFR
<0.75 and 2.11±0.68 in areas with FFR >0.75(31). There is no comparable data using
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stress MBF. In this study of 42 patients, 22% of vessels were defined as having
abnormal FFR. Based upon these values, and assuming 20% of interrogated vessels
will have abnormal FFR, a sample size 95 vessels would be required to detect a
difference with 90% power and 5% significance.

In order to assess stress MBF in patients with CMD, sample size was calculated in
order to detect a 25% reduction in stress MBF in patients with CMD compared to those
without. Based on the assumption that approximately one-third of patients with angina
and unobstructed coronaries will have CMD, a sample size of 18 participants with
unobstructed coronaries would be required. There were no previous studies
quantifying stress MBF in patients with three-vessel CAD. In order to detect a 50%
difference in stress MBF between groups with 80% and 5% significance, a sample
size of 7 in each group would be required.

10.3 RESULTS
Fifty-four patients and 15 control subjects were prospectively enrolled (Figure 3). Two
participants were excluded following stress perfusion CMR, one because of evidence
of previous transmural myocardial infarction on late gadolinium imaging and the other
because of inadequate stress due to recent caffeine intake. Two participants did not
undergo coronary physiology assessment, both due to operational issues. In total, 50
patients (mean age 63±8 years, 40 (80%) males) underwent both stress perfusion
CMR and coronary physiology assessment. Thirty-eight (76%) participants underwent
stress perfusion CMR and invasive coronary angiography on the same day. In total,
FFR and IMR were determined in 101 vessels and FFR only in 13 vessels. There were
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no coronary dissections during invasive physiological assessment and no adverse
reactions to adenosine during physiology assessment or during CMR. Twenty-three
vessels had critical stenoses (assessed by the operator to be unsafe to pass a
pressure wire) and were presumed to have FFR£0.80.

Figure 3: Study CONSORT diagram

Twenty-seven patients had obstructive CAD, defined as FFR £0.80 in at least one
major epicardial vessel. FFR was abnormal in 48 vessels (14 single vessel disease, 5
two-vessel disease, and 8 three-vessel disease). FFR was positive in the left anterior
descending artery in 25 cases, circumflex artery in 11 cases and right coronary artery
in 12 cases. Twenty-three patients had non-obstructive CAD, defined as FFR >0.80 in
all three major epicardial vessels. Of these, 16 had evidence of CMD, defined as IMR
≥25 in at least one epicardial vessel. Seven patients had FFR >0.80 and IMR <25 in
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all epicardial vessels and these were therefore defined as “patients with normal
coronary physiology (NCP)”. No patients included in the analysis had evidence of
transmural LGE. Six patients (12%) had evidence of subendocardial (<50% wall
thickness) LGE (average 2.3±1.2 segments). Baseline characteristics are summarised
in Table 1.
Table 1: Patient characteristics
Patients with Patients with Control
obstructive
nonsubjects
CAD (n=27)
obstructive
(n=15)
CAD (n=23)
Male
25 (93%)
15 (65%)
13 (87%)
62±9
64±8
45±8
Age, years (mean±SD)
Ethnicity
Caucasian
15 (56%)
18 (78%)
8 (53%)
Asian
12 (44%)
4 (17%)
4 (27%)
Afro-Caribbean 0 (0%)
1 (4%)
3 (20%)
1.7±0.1
1.7±0.1
1.8±0.1
Height, meters (mean±SD)
92±20
89±15
83±16
Weight, kilograms (mean±SD)
Diabetes
9 (33%)
9 (39%)
0 (0%)
Hypertension
15 (56%)
17 (74%)
0 (0%)
Hyperlipidaemia
25 (93%)
15 (65%)
0 (0%)
Family history of IHD
13 (48%)
14 (61%)
5 (33%)
Previous stroke or TIA
2 (7.4%)
2 (9%)
0 (0%)
Peripheral vascular disease
1 (4%)
2 (9%)
0 (0%)
Previous PCI
2 (7%)
1 (4%)
0 (0%)
Atrial fibrillation
0 (0%)
1 (4%)
0 (0%)
LVEF (%)
67±10
68±5
69±6
LV mass index, g/m2
62±11
56±7
53±6
Smoking
Current
6 (22%)
3 (13%)
0 (0%)
Ex-smoker
10 (37%)
9 (39%)
2 (13%)
Angina class
CCS class 1
8 (30%)
9 (39%)
0 (0%)
CCS class 2
14 (52%)
12 (52%)
0 (0%)
CCS class 3
5 (19%)
2 (9%)
0 (0%)
CAD, coronary artery disease; CCS, Canadian Cardiovascular Society; IHD,
ischaemic heart disease; LV, left ventricular; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction;
PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; SD, standard deviation; TIA, transient
ischaemic attack.
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Regional stress MBF and MPR for detection of obstructive CAD
Mean stress MBF and MPR were reduced in myocardial territories supplied by vessels
with

FFR

£0.80

(Mean

stress

MBF:

1.47±0.48ml/g/min

FFR

£0.80

vs

2.30±0.49ml/g/min FFR >0.80, p<0.001; MPR: 1.75±0.60 FFR £0.80 vs 2.78±0.84
FFR >0.80, p<0.001) (Figure 4). Examples of stress perfusion maps and
corresponding coronary angiogram images of a patient with severe obstructive singlevessel disease are displayed in Figure 5. Including only vessels in which FFR was
measured, there were weak correlations between stress MBF and MPR with FFR
(stress MBF and FFR: rho = 0.400, p<0.001; MPR and FFR: rho = 0.426, p<0.001).
However, in vessels where FFR£0.80 there was a linear relationship between stress
MBF and FFR (FFR=0.35+(0.002 x stress MBF), R2=0.502, p<0.001) (Figure 6).
Figure 4: Myocardial blood flow and FFR
Scatter plots showing distribution of stress MBF and MPR according to FFR.
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Figure 5: Perfusion maps in single vessel disease
Stress perfusion maps, first pass perfusion images and corresponding coronary
angiogram of a 54-year old male with severe stenosis in the mid-LAD. (Cx:
circumflex artery; LAD: left anterior descending artery; RCA: right coronary artery)
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Figure 6: Stress MBF and FFR correlation
Relationship between stress MBF and FFR in vessels with physiologically
significant stenosis (FFR £0.80).

ROC analysis was performed to assess the performance of regional stress MBF and
MPR to predict FFR £0.80 on a per-territory basis using all coronary arteries. Stress
MBF had area-under-the-curve (AUC) of 0.90 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.85-0.96,
p<0.001) and MPR had AUC 0.82 (95% CI 0.75-0.90, p<0.001), with stress MBF
performing significantly better (p=0.0364). When combining all coronary territories, the
optimal cut-off value for stress MBF was 1.94ml/g/min, with 85% sensitivity, 81%
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) 70.1% and negative predictive value (NPV)
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91%. The optimal MPR cut-off value was 1.96, with 75% sensitivity, 80% specificity,
PPV 67% and NPV 86% (Figure 7 left panel). For visual analysis of first-pass
perfusion images, sensitivity was 81% and specificity 80% (global agreement 86%,
kappa 0.72).

Figure 7: Diagnostic performance of stress MBF and MPR
ROC curves for prediction of positive FFR on per-territory analysis.

After removal of vessels with abnormal IMR (CMD areas), the diagnostic accuracy of
stress MBF and MPR improved significantly (Stress MBF: AUC 0.95 (95% CI 0.880.98), optimal cut-off 2.01ml/g/min, sensitivity 90%, specificity 89%, PPV 88%, NPV
90%, p<0.001; MPR: AUC 0.87 (95% CI 0.78-0.93), optimal cut-off 2.15, sensitivity
79%, specificity 87% PPV 84%, NPV 82%, p<0.001), with stress MBF remaining
superior to MPR (p=0.0322) (Figure 7 right panel). Analysis was also performed
separately for each coronary territory with stress MBF AUC 0.90 for LAD, 0.91 for Cx
and 0.98 for RCA (Table 2). When these thresholds and the combined threshold
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(1.94ml/g/min) were retested in the same cohort, the accuracy of using separate
thresholds for each territory to detect obstructive disease was 85%, and using the
combined threshold was 82% (Figure 8).

Table 2: Per-territory ROC analysis for prediction of positive FFR
Territory

Number

Stress MBF
LAD
50
Cx

46

RCA

41

All
territories
MPR
LAD

137

Cx

46

RCA

41

All
territories

137

50

AUC (95% Optimal
CI)
cut-off

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

p-value

0.90
(0.78-0.96)
0.91
(0.79-0.98)
0.98
(0.88-1.00)
0.90
(0.85-0.96)

£1.88ml/g/min

72

92

<0.001

£2.01ml/g/min

100

77

<0.001

£1.50ml/g/min

92

97

<0.001

£1.94ml/g/min

85

81

<0.001

0.74
(0.59-0.85)
0.82
(0.68-0.92)
0.91
(0.77-0.97)
0.82
(0.75-0.90)

£1.54
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88

<0.001

£2.15

82

80

<0.001

£2.15

92

79

<0.001

£1.96

75

80

<0.001

AUC, area-under-the-curve; Cx, circumflex artery; LAD, left anterior descending
artery, RCA, right coronary artery
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Figure 8: Confusion matrix for detection of fractional flow reserve (FFR)
positive epicardial coronary disease using single regional stress MBF cutoff.

Diagnosis of regional coronary CMD
In total, 34 vessels (38%) had abnormal IMR in the presence of FFR >0.80
(unobstructed vessels), 28 vessels in patients with non-obstructive CAD and 6
unobstructed vessels in patients with one or two-vessel obstructive disease. In
unobstructed vessels, stress MBF and MPR were reduced in myocardial territories
supplied by arteries with IMR³25 (mean stress MBF: 2.10±0.35ml/g/min IMR³25 vs
2.47±0.50ml/g/min IMR<25, p<0.001; MPR: 2.41±0.79 IMR³25 vs 2.94±0.81 IMR<25,
p=0.004). Stress MBF correlated better with IMR compared to MPR with IMR (stress
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MBF and IMR: rho = -0.368, p=0.001, MPR and IMR: rho = -0.244, p=0.025), with
regression analysis showing a non-linear relationship (Figure 9).

ROC analysis

showed an optimal cut-off value for regional stress MBF of £2.19ml/g/min to predict
abnormal IMR in that territory with sensitivity 71%, specificity 70%, PPV 62% and NPV
78% (AUC 0.73 (95% CI 0.63-0.84), p<0.001). The optimal regional MPR cut-off to
predict abnormal IMR was £2.06 (sensitivity 44%, specificity 92%, PPV 47% and NPV
66% (AUC 0.68 (95% CI 0.56-0.80), p=0.004). There was no difference in
performance between stress MBF and MPR (p=0.4078).

Figure 9: Correlation between regional stress myocardial blood flow and IMR
in FFR-negative territories
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Myocardial perfusion mapping to differentiate epicardial disease from coronary
CMD and normal
On global analysis of patients with no apparent regional perfusion defects, obstructive
three-vessel disease showed the greatest reduction in global stress MBF and MPR
with CMD showing moderate reduction compared to patients with NCP (FFR >0.80
and IMR <25 in all three vessels) and control subjects (global stress MBF:
1.40±0.57ml/g/min

three-vessel

disease

vs

2.03±0.30ml/g/min

CMD

vs

2.74±0.64ml/g/min patients with NCP vs 3.17±0.65ml/g/min control subjects, p<0.001
between groups and p<0.05 for all individual comparisons except patients with NCP
vs control subjects (Figure 10 and Figure 11); MPR: 1.71±0.70 three-vessel disease
vs 2.37±0.73 CMD vs 2.59±0.59 patients with NCP vs 4.11±0.62 control subjects,
p<0.001 between groups and p<0.01 for control subjects vs all others, non-significant
for all other individual comparisons). There was no significant difference in rest
perfusion between the groups (global rest perfusion: 0.85±0.32ml/g/min three-vessel
disease vs 0.92±0.28ml/g/min CMD vs 1.09±0.31ml/g/min patients with NCP vs
0.78±0.18ml/g/min control subjects, non-significant for all comparisons).
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Figure 10: Global stress MBF and disease type.
Scatter plots showing distribution of global stress MBF according to disease type.
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Figure 11: Perfusion maps in three-vessel disease, CMD and unobstructed
coronaries.
Examples of stress perfusion maps and corresponding coronary angiograms of
three patients: normal coronary physiology in all vessels, CMD and severe threevessel coronary disease. Lower panel shows stress perfusion maps of a control
subject (Cx: circumflex artery; LAD: left anterior descending artery; RCA: right
coronary artery)
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ROC analysis showed that global stress MBF >2.25ml/g/min was able to differentiate
normal from abnormal (obstructive CAD or CMD) with 95% sensitivity and 88%
specificity (PPV 88%, NPV 96%, AUC 0.96 (95% CI 0.85-0.99), p<0.001). A global
stress MBF ≤1.82ml/g/min was able to differentiate three-vessel disease from CMD
and normal with sensitivity 88% and specificity 89% (PPV 64%, NPV 97%, AUC 0.94
(95% CI 0.82-0.99), p<0.001). When these cut-offs were retested within the same
cohort, accuracy was 80.4% (Figure 12). When visual analysis of first-pass perfusion
images was combined with global stress MBF, the accuracy improved to 84.8% with
100% sensitivity and 92% specificity for the detection of three-vessel disease (Figure
13).
Figure 12: Confusion matrix for detection of normal coronary physiology,
coronary microvascular dysfunction (CMD) and 3 vessel disease using
global stress myocardial blood flow.
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Figure 13: Differentiation of coronary microvascular dysfunction from 3vessel disease and normal.
Confusion matrix for detection of normal coronary physiology, coronary
microvascular dysfunction (CMD) and 3 vessel disease using global stress
myocardial blood flow and visual analysis of first-pass perfusion.
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Of the 23 patients with non-obstructive CAD (i.e. FFR >0.80 in all vessels), 5 had
abnormal IMR in one vessel, 8 abnormal IMR in two vessels and 3 with abnormal IMR
in three vessels. Global stress MBF was significantly higher in those with NCP (i.e.
FFR >0.80 and IMR <25 in all three vessels) compared to those with at least one IMR
positive territory. There was a trend towards lower global stress MBF with more IMR
positive vessels (Global stress MBF: NCP 2.80±0.67ml/g/min, 1-vessel abnormal IMR
2.06±0.36ml/g/min, 2-vessel abnormal IMR 2.13±0.23ml/g/min, 3-vessel abnormal
IMR 1.77±0.27ml/g/min, p<0.01 between groups and p<0.05 between NCP and 1vessel and NCP and 3-vessel, Figure 14).
Figure 14: Mean global stress myocardial blood flow according to number of
IMR positive vessels in patients with non-obstructive coronary disease
(*p<0.05 compared to patients with normal coronary physiology (blue column))
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10.4 DISCUSSION
The present study shows that this novel automated in-line myocardial perfusion
mapping technique can be used to detect epicardial CAD defined by FFR ≤0.80, CMD
defined by IMR ≥25, and can differentiate CMD from three-vessel disease with good
accuracy. Performance of this method for detection of physiologically significant CAD
is comparable to previously published quantitative methods(31,71,72) and a recent
meta-analysis of quantitative stress perfusion CMR studies (which showed perterritory sensitivity 82%, specificity 83% and AUC 0.84 for the detection of obstructive
CAD)(32) with the added advantage of being able to detect coronary CMD and
providing perfusion maps in-line on the scanner ready for quantitative analysis of MBF.
The only other study to assess pixel-wise quantitative myocardial perfusion mapping
reported per-vessel sensitivity of 75-83% and specificity of 72-81% to detect
obstructive CAD using quantitative coronary angiography (QCA) as the reference
standard rather than FFR(73).

I propose a potential diagnostic algorithm for the integration of automated in-line
myocardial perfusion mapping into the clinical CMR workflow (Figure 15). This could
provide a simple non-invasive approach for evaluating epicardial CAD and CMD in
patients with angina and also to differentiate three-vessel disease from CMD. These
results will need further validation in a larger multicentre study.
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Figure 15: Proposed diagnostic algorithm for detection of obstructive
epicardial disease and coronary microvascular dysfunction using CMR
myocardial perfusion mapping.
Pathway for the detection of obstructive CAD and CMD based on regional and
global stress MBF. Patients with a regional perfusion defect and regional stress
MBF £1.94ml/g/min are likely to have obstructive one or two-vessel disease. Global
stress MBF £2.25ml/g/min with visual perfusion defects is likely to be obstructive
3-vessel disease and global stress MBF <2.25ml/g/min without visual defects is
likely to be CMD.
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Detection of obstructive CAD
Myocardial regions with obstructive CAD (FFR≤0.80) had mean stress MBF
1.47ml/g/min and MPR 1.75. This is comparable to previous studies of quantitative
perfusion CMR that report stress MBF values of 1.4-2.32ml/g/min and MPR 1.20-1.82
in regions subtended by arteries with obstructive CAD(19,31,71,74).

My results show lower specificity compared to previous studies using manually derived
quantitative stress perfusion CMR for detection of functionally significant epicardial
disease(31,72). This may be in part due to the high prevalence of CMD in this
population. Within my cohort, 38% of vessels without obstructive disease had
abnormal IMR and 70% of patients with non-obstructive CAD had at least one vessel
with evidence of CMD, higher than previously reported(75,76). CMD may explain in
part the poor correlation between stress MBF and FFR within FFR negative vessels,
and the improvement in diagnostic accuracy of stress MBF and MPR for the detection
of FFR positive vessels once areas with abnormal IMR are removed. Furthermore,
there may be other sources of variability in stress MBF measurements in relation to
measured invasive parameters. These include physiological differences such as the
presence of collateral supply, coronary dominance and the location of the stenosis.
Given the linear relationship between stress MBF and FFR in areas with obstructive
disease (FFR≤0.80), myocardial perfusion maps could also give an indication of
severity of disease and may be useful to risk-stratify patients, although future studies
are required to confirm this hypothesis.
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Detection of CMD
In vessels with FFR>0.80, stress MBF and MPR were reduced in CMD areas. The
only previous quantitative CMR study to investigate detection of CMD using IMR as
the reference standard showed stress MBF values comparable to obstructive CAD
(1.5ml/g/min CMD and 1.4ml/g/min obstructive disease)(74). My data suggests that
obstructive disease causes a greater reduction in stress MBF than CMD, which results
in intermediate reduction. This is consistent with previous PET data(77). Mean global
stress MBF (2.03ml/g/min) of CMD patients in this study is comparable with PET
studies

of

patients

with

clinical

features

of

CMD

(2.15ml/g/min(78)

and

2.52ml/g/min(79)).

Differentiation of epicardial disease from coronary CMD and normal
The accurate detection of severe three-vessel disease is critical to enable correct
patient management but has been a limitation of myocardial perfusion techniques in
the past due to underestimation of ischemic burden. The proposed approach to CMR
stress perfusion quantification overcomes this limitation and rapidly provides images
in-line to the scanner that are easy to interpret both visually and fully quantitatively.
An additional clinical challenge when there is global reduction in the stress MBF and
MPR is the differentiation between three-vessel disease and coronary CMD. My data
show that functionally significant epicardial disease displays a greater reduction in
both stress MBF compared to areas with CMD and is able to differentiate three-vessel
epicardial disease from CMD and normal with excellent diagnostic accuracy.
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Potential clinical implications of inline myocardial perfusion mapping
Obstructive CAD affecting one or two vessels leads to regional perfusion defects that
can be diagnosed visually by CMR with acceptable diagnostic accuracy. Therefore,
techniques using quantitative perfusion (previously needing time-consuming postprocessing and dedicated software) have never entered the routine clinical workflow.
However, there remain clinical diagnostic challenges that need to be addressed.
Firstly, it has been demonstrated that qualitative visual analysis is not enough for the
detection of significant multivessel epicardial disease(80), especially in patients with
three-vessel disease where visual analysis may underestimate the extent of
ischaemia. Whist this has traditionally been thought of as a problem associated with
PET, it has also been shown that stress perfusion CMR only diagnoses perfusion
defects in all three territories in up to two-thirds of patients with known obstructive
three-vessel disease(38,39). Secondly, we still lack a simple, widely available
diagnostic tool for detection of CMD. CMD does not usually result in visible regional
or global perfusion defects, and in this setting quantitative perfusion becomes
invaluable. Thirdly, once we are able to detect global reduction in stress MBF and
MPR it is essential to have a diagnostic tool that is able to accurately differentiate
three-vessel disease from CMD, as patient management is drastically different.
Myocardial perfusion mapping offers clinicians a diagnostic tool that may be able to
address these challenges, being able to detect epicardial CAD and CMD, as well as
differentiate CMD from multi-vessel disease. As this technique enables measurement
of MBF at a pixel level, fully automated detection algorithms could be developed and
implemented in the future, enabling categorization of studies into CMD, three-vessel
disease or normal physiology.
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Study limitations
The cohort studied were at high risk of CAD and predominantly male. Accepting this,
the diagnostic accuracy of CMR derived stress MBF and MPR is good but the
performance of this technique in lower risk populations requires further investigation.
The proposed diagnostic algorithm provides a framework for differentiating epicardial
disease from CMD and normal. However, the sample size was small, there was no
independent validation sample and no adjustments were made for MBF
measurements within individuals. This algorithm therefore requires further validation
in a larger cohort of patients to confirm the accuracy of the suggested cut-off values.
The version of perfusion mapping used in this study was not yet fully automated and
required the user to manually trace endo- and epicardial borders and to visually
differentiate regional from global perfusion defects. More recently a fully automated
version has been developed that automatically contours myocardial borders, performs
segmentation and provides segmental and global MBF values(81). Finally, due to the
sample size, effects of confounders such as age, gender, smoking status and
presence of diabetes were not investigated. The effect of these factors on MBF
warrants further investigation.

Conclusion
This novel automated in-line myocardial perfusion mapping technique can be used to
detect epicardial CAD, CMD and can be used to differentiate CMD from multi-vessel
disease. I propose a CMR-based algorithm for diagnosis of epicardial disease and
CMD that could be readily implemented into clinical workflow following further clinical
validation.
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11 Results - Perfusion Mapping to Assess Hyperaemic
Response to Adenosine Stress

11.1 INTRODUCTION
Stress perfusion cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) is now established as a
validated non-invasive tool for the assessment of ischaemia, both for diagnosis and
risk stratification, in patients with suspected coronary artery disease(2). The absence
of inducible ischaemia results in a favourable prognosis for cardiovascular mortality
and morbidity(82,83). Studies have consistently demonstrated that stress perfusion
CMR has high sensitivity and specificity for the detection of obstructive coronary artery
disease(26,37). However, it has been suggested that up 10% of stress perfusion
studies are false-negative(34,84). It has been proposed that a third of false-negative
studies may be due to inadequate response to pharmacological stress resulting in
failure to unmask inducible perfusion defects(85).

A commonly used pharmacological stressor used for perfusion CMR is adenosine,
with a dose of 140mcg/kg/min being shown to reliably induce near-maximal
hyperaemia in the majority of patients(7). Currently, most protocols suggest this fixed
dose of adenosine administered intravenously for a set period of time (typically 3-5
minutes), with up-titration if there is failure to reach physiological targets such as heart
rate increase by 10bpm, fall in systolic blood pressure (SBP) >10mmHg and/or
experience of adenosine associated symptoms(8). However, it has recently been
suggested that heart rate response (HRR) and blood pressure (BP) drop are poor
surrogate markers for increase in coronary blood flow(9).
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The splenic switch-off (SSO) sign, defined as reduction in splenic signal intensity
during stress due to adenosine-induced splenic vasoconstriction, has been proposed
as a useful sign to assess for adequate hyperaemia and is frequently used in clinical
practice. This is based on the observation that SSO was absent in up to a third of
patients with false-negative stress CMR scans(13,14). Whilst potentially useful, the
mechanisms of SSO are not fully understood and SSO assesses the systematic
response to adenosine rather the direct effect on the organ of interest, the heart.

Quantitative myocardial perfusion mapping is a novel tool for the assessment of
inducible ischaemia(21). This dual-sequence protocol provides the ability to rapidly
and quantitatively assess myocardial blood flow (MBF) using perfusion maps
generated and displayed in-line on the scanner within minutes(3). As MBF can be
measured at a pixel-wise level, perfusion maps may have a role in the detection of
adequate hyperaemia in response to adenosine stress.

I hypothesised that peak stress MBF measured on myocardial perfusion maps could
be used as a direct marker of adequate hyperaemia during adenosine stress CMR
studies. The aims of this study were (1) to establish a stress MBF threshold value for
hyperaemia, (2) validate this threshold using invasive markers of hyperaemia as the
reference standard and (3) compare this method to other clinically used markers of
hyperaemia (SSO, HRR and BP response). The primary outcome was proportion of
cases displaying evidence of hyperaemia defined by perfusion mapping, SSO, HRR
and BP response.
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11.2 METHODS
Two-hundred and eighteen subjects were recruited. This comprised 3 different
cohorts: 1) a derivation cohort of 22 healthy volunteers, to derive an MBF threshold
value representative of the normal minimum increase in MBF associated with
adenosine hyperaemia; 2) a validation cohort of 37 patients with suspected CAD, who
underwent adenosine stress CMR and invasive coronary physiological assessment on
the same day, to validate the stress MBF threshold value against invasive markers of
hyperaemia; 3) a clinical cohort of 159 patients undergoing clinically-indicated
adenosine stress CMR to assess the presence of stress MBF defined hyperaemia and
other physiological markers of hyperaemia (SSO, HRR and BP fall). All participants
provided written informed consent prior to inclusion in the study.

Derivation cohort: healthy volunteers
In order to identify a stress MBF threshold value representative of the normal minimum
increase in MBF associated with adenosine hyperaemia, a validation cohort of 22
healthy controls with no symptoms and no past history of cardiovascular disease,
hypertension or diabetes were recruited in the study. All healthy volunteers underwent
adenosine stress CMR using the protocol below.

Validation cohort: coronary physiology
A “coronary physiology cohort” of 37 patients scheduled for invasive coronary
angiography for investigation of suspected angina were prospectively recruited.
Participants underwent adenosine stress CMR using the below protocol prior to the
invasive procedure which was performed within four hours of the CMR scan. Patients
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with previous CABG, MI (with transmural late gadolinium enhancement), unstable
symptoms (including crescendo angina, angina at rest or acute coronary syndrome),
standard contraindications to CMR or adenosine, or estimated glomerular filtration rate
<30ml/min/1.73m2 were excluded. During coronary angiography, adenosine was
administered at the same dose as during the CMR study for the measurement of FFR
in at least one vessel. The presence of hyperaemia during the invasive study was
defined as the presence of 2 out of 3 of: (1) ventricularisation of the distal pressure
waveform, (2) disappearance of the dicrotic notch on the distal waveform, (3)
separation of mean aortic and distal pressures(9).

Clinical cohort
To compare stress response defined by stress MBF, SSO, HRR and BP response we
identified a clinical cohort of 159 adenosine stress perfusion studies performed
between January 2017 and November 2018. As this group was intended to represent
a population encountered in routine clinical practice, patients with prior MI, previous
PCI and previous CABG were also included. Basic demographic data were extracted
from electronic patient records. Heart rate at rest and stress, and presence of
adenosine induced symptoms were recorded for all studies. BP pressure at rest and
stress was recorded for 110 (69%) of cases.

CMR Protocol
All scans were performed at a single centre (Royal Free Hospital, London, UK) using
a 1.5T MR scanner (Magnetom Aera, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany).
Scans were performed in accordance with local protocol and patients were asked to
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refrain from caffeine for at least 12 hours prior to the scan. Basal, mid-ventricular and
apical short-axis perfusion images were acquired both at rest and during hyperaemia.
The perfusion sequence used has been described previously(3). In brief, the
sequence utilised a dual sequence approach with separate pulse sequences for the
arterial input function (AIF) and myocardial tissue. Image acquisition was performed
over 60 heart beats with a bolus of 0.05mmol/kg gadoterate meglumine (Dotarem,
Guerbet SA, Paris, France) administered at 4 ml/sec followed by a 20 ml saline flush
during acquisition of the perfusion sequence. The arterial input function (AIF) was
calculated using the left ventricular (LV) blood pool signal which was automatically
segmented from optimised low-resolution images acquired in parallel with higher
spatial resolution images used for estimating myocardial perfusion. Myocardial
perfusion was calculated using a blood tissue exchange model(65) after corrections
to minimise T2* losses and for non-linearity of saturation recovery, and pixel-wise
perfusion maps were automatically generated in-line. Hyperaemia was induced using
adenosine infused via a peripheral cannula at a rate of 140mcg/kg/min for 4 minutes
with a further 2 minutes at 175mcg/kg/min if there was evidence of insufficient stress
such as no HRR and no symptoms (the coronary physiology cohort received a fixed
dose of 140mcg/kg/min for both the CMR scan and invasive physiology assessment).

Invasive protocol
Invasive coronary angiography was performed as per local protocol via radial or
femoral arterial access. Coronary physiology measurements were obtained using a
coronary Pressure Wire (St Jude Medical, St Paul, Minnesota) connected to a
RadiAnalyzer (St Jude Medical, St Paul, Minnesota). Heparin was administered at a
dose of 70iu/kg prior to instrumentation of the coronary artery. Adenosine was
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administered at a dose of 140mcg/kg/min via a peripheral cannula for at least two
minutes and until hyperaemia was achieved. Aortic and distal pressure traces were
acquired at baseline and throughout administration of adenosine. Pressure traces
were analysed offline for assessment of adequate hyperaemia defined by the criteria
outlined above.

Image analysis
Quantitative analysis of perfusion maps: Perfusion maps were analysed offline using
Osirix MD 9.0 (Bernex, Switzerland). The endo- and epicardial borders were manually
delineated for each basal, mid-ventricular and apical short-axis perfusion map.
Obvious image artefacts and coronary arteries were excluded from the regions of
interest. Using a custom-made plug-in, the maps were split into 16 segments as per
the AHA model(66). For the healthy control cohort, the segment with the lowest stress
MBF in each patient was used for analysis (as the minimum expected increase in MBF
in response to adenosine and in the absence of cardiovascular disease or other comorbidities). For the coronary physiology cohort and test cohort, the segment with the
maximum stress MBF (SMBFmax) was used for analysis (as ischaemic segments
would not demonstrate significant increase in MBF).

Splenic switch-off: All scans were analysed for the presence of SSO, which was
graded using visual comparison of the splenic tissue contrast enhancement on the
stress short-axis slice in which the spleen was seen best with the rest perfusion
images of the spleen. SSO was graded as either present (i.e. clearly lower splenic
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enhancement compared to rest) or absent (i.e. visually similar splenic enhancement
at rest and stress).

Statistical analysis
All continuous variables were tested for normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test).
Normally distributed metrics are summarized by the mean ± standard deviation (SD).
For normally distributed variables, the unpaired Student t-test was used to compare
the means between two groups and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with posthoc Bonferroni correction to compare the means of multiple groups. Proportions
between groups were compared using Fisher’s exact test. Receiver-operator
characteristic (ROC) curves were compared using the Delong method. The Youden
index was used to identify optimal cut-offs to predict adequate hyperaemia defined by
different methods. A p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. ROC
analyses were performed using MedCalc 13.2.1.0 (Ostend, Belgium). All other
statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 24 (IBM,
Somers, New York).

Sample size calculation
It is been demonstrated that 10% of true-positive and true-negative stress perfusion
CMR scans have absent SSO sign(13,14). Therefore, assuming 90% of the population
will have demonstration of the test parameter, a sample size of 139 would be required
to estimate the expected proportion with 5% precision and 95% confidence.
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11.3 RESULTS
Baseline characteristics of the cohorts are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Baseline characteristics
Validation
cohort (n=22)

Coronary
physiology
cohort (n=37)

Clinical
cohort
(n=159)

p-value
(coronary
physiology vs
clinical
cohort)
Age, years
45±9
59±17
64±11
0.02
Males
17 (77%)
27 (73%)
123 (77%)
0.67
Hypertension
0 (0%)
22 (60%)
80 (51%)
0.37
Diabetes
0 (0%)
12 (32%)
55 (35%)
0.85
Hyperlipidaemia 0 (0%)
28 (76%)
87 (55%)
0.03
Previous PCI
0 (0%)
2 (5.4%)
61 (39%)
<0.01
Previous CABG 0 (0%)
0 (0%)
27 (17%)
<0.01
PCI: percutaneous coronary intervention, CABG: coronary artery bypass surgery.

Derivation of stress MBF threshold to define hyperaemia
A derivation cohort of 22 healthy controls (17 (77%) male, mean age 45±9 years)
underwent adenosine stress CMR. The mean stress MBF of the segments with the
lowest stress MBF in each subject was 2.39±0.49ml/g/min. The hyperaemic threshold
for stress MBF to be assessed in the test cohorts was defined as 1.96SD below the
mean and was 1.43ml/g/min.

The mean HRR was 27±12bpm and mean change in SBP -2±10mmHg. Heart rate
increase >10bpm was present in 95% of cases and fall in SBP >10mmHg present in
only 15% of cases. The spleen was visible on first-pass gadolinium images in all
cases. SSO was absent in 8 (36%) of cases (Figure 16). There was no significant
difference in minimum stress MBF between those with and without SSO (SSO
2.51±0.49ml/g/min vs No SSO 2.17±0.43ml/g/min, p=0.12).
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Figure 16: Examples of stress perfusion maps, rest perfusion maps and
splenic first pass perfusion of healthy controls
The upper panel shows a case with splenic switch off and the lower panel without
splenic switch off. Both cases show similar increase in myocardial blood flow
(MBF).

Validation of stress MBF threshold
A validation cohort of 37 participants underwent adenosine stress CMR followed by
coronary angiography with coronary physiology assessment under adenosine stress
in at least one vessel within four hours of the stress CMR. Mean age was 58±17 years
and 27 (73%) were male. All patients were assessed to have achieved hyperaemia in
the catheterization laboratory as defined by changes in the invasive pressure trace
during invasive coronary physiology assessment during adenosine administration. We
therefore assume that all of these patients were also adequately hyperaemic during
the CMR study which was performed on the same day as the invasive assessment
using the same dose of adenosine and with no medication other than intravenous
heparin being administered in between the two studies.
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The mean maximum stress MBF (SMBFmax, the myocardial segment in each
participant with the highest stress MBF value) was 3.28±1.01ml/g/min. All participants
demonstrated at least one myocardial segment with stress MBF above the threshold
of 1.43ml/g/min.

The spleen was not visible in one case (3%) and SSO was absent in 7 (19%) of cases.
There was no difference in SMBFmax between those with and without SSO
(SMBFmax: SSO 3.26±0.95ml/g/min vs no SSO 3.32±1.40ml/g/min, p=0.89) (Figure
17).
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Figure 17: Example of perfusion maps, first pass perfusion and coronary
angiogram of patient with obstructive coronary artery disease.
Perfusion maps (A and B) and first pass perfusion (C) show a subendocardial
inducible perfusion defect in the inferior and inferolateral wall corresponding with
angiographically severe stenoses in the obtuse marginal (OM) and left posterior
descending artery (PDA) (E). The stress (A) and rest (B) perfusion maps show
significant increase in myocardial blood flow (MBF) on stress remote to the
ischaemic area despite the lack of splenic switch off (D).

During FFR measurement, there was a significant fall in invasive aortic pressure and
rise in heart rate on stress (invasive mean aortic pressure: baseline 93±12mmHg vs
hyperaemic 84±10mmHg, p<0.001; heart rate: baseline 70±12bpm vs 83±14bpm,
p<0.001, Table 4).
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Table 4: Myocardial blood flow and clinical parameters during stress
perfusion studies.
Control
Coronary
cohort (n=22) physiology
cohort (n=37)
Myocardial blood flow
SMBFmax
4.10±0.99
3.28±1.01
(ml/g/min)
Resting
MBF 0.80±0.21
0.93±0.27
(ml/g/min)
Maximum
5.6±1.2
3.8±1.4
myocardial
perfusion
reserve
Blood pressure
Baseline systolic 122±12
135±28
BP (mmHg)
Baseline
71±7
75±12
diastolic
BP
(mmHg)
Hyperaemic
120±12
122±24
systolic
BP
(mmHg)
Hyperaemic
70±8
66±9
diastolic
BP
(mmHg)
Fall in systolic BP 2±10
13±14
(mmHg)
Fall in diastolic 1±7
10±9
BP (mmHg)
Heart rate
Baseline
heart 63±9
66±11
rate (bpm)
Hyperaemic
91±14
89±13
heart rate (bpm)
Increase in heart 27±12
23±12
rate (bpm)

Clinical cohort p-value
(n=159)
2.57±0.93

<0.01

1.01±0.37

0.03

2.7±1.1

<0.001

136±22

0.03

72±12

0.59

127±21

0.30

67±14

0.68

9±17

0.12

5±10

0.08

67±14

0.40

85±15

0.21

19±11

<0.01

SMBFmax: maximum stress myocardial blood flow; BP: blood pressure; bpm: beats
per minute.
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Comparison to alternative markers in clinical practice
One hundred and fifty-nine clinically requested adenosine stress CMR scans were
retrospectively analysed. Mean age was 64±11 years and 123 (72%) male. The spleen
was not visible in one case (0.6%). Of the cohort, 93% had evidence of hyperaemia
defined as SMBFmax >1.43ml/g/min compared to 71% defined by SSO, 81% defined
by HRR >10bpm and 42% defined by SBP fall >10mmHg (Figure 18). There was no
significant difference in SMBFmax in those with or without SSO (SMBFmax:
2.58±0.89ml/g/min SSO vs 2.54±1.04ml/g/min no SSO, p=0.84). SMBFmax was
significantly higher in those with HRR >10bpm compared to those with HRR £10bpm
(2.66±0.90ml/g/min vs 1.86±0.61ml/g/min, p<0.001). There was no difference in
SMBFmax in those with SBP fall >10mmHg compared to those with SBP fall<10mmHg
(2.46±0.72ml/g/min vs 2.57ml/g/min, p=0.52).
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Figure 18: Classification of adequate stress based on stress myocardial
blood flow (MBF), splenic switch off (SSO), heart rate response and blood
pressure (BP) response.
Percentage of cases defined as showing adequate hyperaemia based on different
methods of defining hyperaemic response. (Hyperaemia defined as stress MBF
>1.43ml/g/min, presence of SSO sign, heart rate increase >10bpm or BP fall
>10mmHg).

Eighty-nine patients (56%) had invasive coronary angiography within the six months
before or after the stress CMR scan. Of these, only two patients had “false negative”
CMR scans. Both of these patients had SMBF defined evidence of hyperaemia, SSO
and HRR >10bpm. Of the 12 patients who had inadequate stress defined by stress
MBF (i.e. SMBFmax <1.43ml/g/min), 6 (50%) had confirmed 3VD, 1 had single vessel
disease and 2 had unobstructed coronaries, with the remaining 3 not having invasive
coronary angiography as the CMR was reported as negative for inducible ischaemia
(Figure 19 and Figure 20). All patients with confirmed 3VD had visual perfusion
defects on first pass-perfusion images.
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Figure 19: Example of perfusion maps, splenic first pass perfusion and
coronary angiogram of patient with obstructive three vessel disease.
Panel A: Stress perfusion map shows global reduction of stress myocardial blood
flow (MBF) with some areas of increased MBF on the epicardial side of the
myocardium. Panel B: Rest perfusion map. Panel C: First pass stress perfusion
shows global subendocardial perfusion defect consistent with three vessel disease.
Panels D: Splenic switch off. Panels E and F: Coronary angiogram showing severe
obstructive three disease
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Figure 20: Example of perfusion maps and splenic first pass perfusion of
patient with inadequate stress.
Stress perfusion map (A) shows maximum stress myocardial blood flow (MBF)
below hyperaemic threshold and similar to rest MBF values (B). There is also no
splenic switch off (C).

Predictors of SMBF defined hyperaemic response
Using SMBFmax >1.43ml/g/min as the definition for adequate stress, HRR >15bpm
was able to predict hyperaemia with sensitivity 63% and specificity 91% (AUC 0.87
(95% confidence interval 0.82-0.92), p<0.001) (Figure 21). HRR >10bpm had
sensitivity 85% and specificity 64%. The presence of SSO had a sensitivity of 73%
and specificity of 50% for the prediction of hyperaemia (AUC 0.62 (0.55-0.68), p=0.13)
and was inferior to heart rate response (p<0.001). Change in BP was unable to predict
hyperaemic response.
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Figure 21: Heart rate increase as a predictor of hyperaemic response.
ROC curve for change in heart rate to detect hyperaemic response as defined by
maximum stress myocardial blood flow (MBF) >1.43ml/g/min. A heart rate increase
of >15bpm had a sensitivity of 63% and specificity of 91%.
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11.4 DISCUSSION
Stress MBF derived from pixel-wise in-line CMR myocardial perfusion maps is a novel
tool that can be used to assess hyperaemic response during adenosine stress studies.
Stress MBF >1.43ml/g/min in at least one myocardial segment is a robust marker of
hyperaemia as confirmed by invasive coronary physiology, whilst the sensitivity of the
other clinically used markers (HRR, BP drop and SSO) is significantly lower. This was
confirmed when this threshold was assessed in a clinical cohort, where 93% of cases
were defined as hyperaemic using stress MBF compared to 81% using HRR, 71%
using SSO and only 42% using BP response. Patients exhibiting HRR displayed
significantly higher stress MBF compared to those without, whilst neither SSO nor BP
drop were associated with higher stress MBF. I therefore propose a diagnostic
algorithm for the assessment of hyperaemia based upon SMBFmax and using HRR
to guide up-titration of adenosine dose (Figure 22).
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Figure 22: Adenosine stress CMR protocol using myocardial perfusion
mapping.
Suggested algorithm based on heart rate response and perfusion maps.
SMBFmax: maximum myocardial blood flow on stress maps.

The confirmation of adequate hyperaemia during adenosine stress remains a clinical
challenge due to lack of a “gold standard” non-invasive measure of hyperaemic
response. In normal coronary arteries, adenosine administered by peripheral
intravenous infusion (at a dose of 140mcg/kg/min) has been shown to increase
coronary blood flow velocity by greater than 4 times above resting velocity, as well as
increase heart rate by more than 20bpm and fall in BP(7). These initial observations
supported the role and clinical use of HR increase and BP drop as surrogate markers
for hyperaemia.

However, more recent studies have shown conflicting results

regarding the use of heart rate and BP as markers of adenosine hyperaemia (9-11).
Recently, SSO has been suggested as an alternative tool for assessing hyperaemic
response based upon the fact that adenosine causes splenic vasoconstriction.
However, this sign is based on assessment of an organ remote to the area of interest,
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approximately 10% of true-positive and true-negative CMR studies also have absence
of SSO(13,14), and this sign has never been assessed against invasive coronary
physiology.

Invasive physiology is the reference standard for hyperaemia assessment.
Hyperaemia can be invasively assessed using changes in the invasive pressure wave
form (9) using the pressure traces obtained from a standard pressure wire used in
routine clinical practice for FFR measurements. In the present study, I demonstrate
that in patients with invasive evidence of hyperaemia, stress MBF was above the
1.43ml/g/min threshold in at least one segment whilst only 81% of patients also
demonstrated a heart rate increase greater than 10bpm, 81% demonstrated SSO and
55% demonstrated a SBP drop >10mmHg. Interestingly, whilst patients exhibiting
HRR displayed significantly higher stress MBF compared to those without, neither
SSO nor BP drop were associated with higher stress MBF. These data suggest that
by using the currently used surrogate markers of myocardial hyperaemia (SSO, BP
fall>10mmHg and HRR >10bpm) many studies may be graded as non-diagnostic
despite the fact that MBF has been significantly increased during stress. The overall
poor performance of BP fall and HRR in predicting myocardial hyperaemia is likely to
be due to the complexity of the systemic response to adenosine and the influence that
other factors such as fluid status, co-morbidities, anxiety and use of medication which
may influence BP and HRR, whilst the mechanism of SSO is not fully understood.
Recently, regadenoson, a selective A2A adenosine receptor antagonist, has been
increasingly used as an alternative to adenosine. The selective nature of regadenoson
makes the assessment of adequate stress even more challenging as none of the
above-mentioned markers can be used to assess adequate response with
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regadenoson, making the stress MBF approach an attractive option which could be
tested in future studies.

One theoretical limitation of the stress MBF based approach is the fact that patients
with 3VD often have global ischaemia and therefore may not significantly increase
their stress MBF. Interestingly, only 50% of patients with 3VD in this cohort failed to
increase their stress MBF above the defined threshold as even in the presence of
severe epicardial disease there may be some elevation in stress MBF in at least one
myocardial segment and predominantly on the epicardial side of the myocardium.
Furthermore, all of these patients with obstructive 3VD had visual perfusion defects
on first pass perfusion images and were therefore classified as positive for myocardial
ischaemia.

My data suggest that HRR still has a role in the assessment of hyperaemic response.
Patients with HRR >10bpm had significantly higher SMBFmax than those without HRR
and this is HRR >10bpm has reasonable sensitivity but poor specificity and ROC
analysis suggest that HRR >15bpm is a better threshold with high specificity for
prediction of stress MBF defined hyperaemia. I therefore propose an algorithm
whereby HRR is used to guide adenosine dose increases and stress MBF used to
define adequate stress.

Myocardial perfusion mapping is a simple to use sequence that delivers colour-coded
pixelwise perfusion maps inline to the scanner within minutes of acquisition. MBF
measured using this sequence shows good repeatability in controls with stress MBF
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showing better repeatability than myocardial perfusion reserve(20). Quantitative
perfusion maps can be easily analysed visually and by drawing a region of interest to
measure stress MBF. This can be done in real time so, if necessary, adenosine stress
can be repeated with a higher dose where stress is deemed sub-maximal.

Limitations
This is a small single centre study with the aim of assessing whether myocardial
perfusion maps may be useful tool for the detection of hyperaemic response. A further
larger multicentre study in which the actual rates of false-negative studies is assessed
is required before this method can be fully implemented into clinical practice.

Conclusion
In summary, this study demonstrates that myocardial perfusion mapping can be used
to assess hyperaemic response to adenosine stress. I suggest that this tool is more
useful than existing markers such as SSO, HRR and BP response, and is easy to use
in clinical practice.
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12 RESULTS – METHODS OF ANALYSING PERFUSION
MAPS TO DETECT CORONARY DISEASE AT A PATIENT
LEVEL

12.1 INTRODUCTION
Adenosine stress cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) is a validated noninvasive imaging modality for the diagnosis of obstructive coronary artery disease
(CAD)(2). The absence of inducible ischaemia is associated with a favourable
prognosis for cardiovascular mortality and morbidity(82,83). Numerous studies have
validated the performance of stress CMR against coronary angiography by visual
assessment and also against invasively measured fractional flow reserve (FFR).
These studies consistently show high sensitivity (80-90%) and specificity (75-80%) for
the detection of obstructive CAD(26,37).

Traditionally, stress CMR is evaluated qualitatively by visual analysis of first pass
gadolinium images. Research studies reporting high sensitivity and specificity
commonly use core labs for image analysis, whilst in real world practice observer
experience and therefore accuracy may vary(86).

Recently, a new respiratory motion corrected myocardial perfusion method with
automated in-line perfusion mapping has been developed, allowing free breathing
acquisition and pixel-wise quantification of MBF(3). This dual sequence protocol
provides the ability to rapidly and quantitatively assess MBF using perfusion maps
generated and displayed in-line on the scanner within minutes. This approach has
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recently been validated for the detection of obstructive CAD using FFR as the
reference standard(87). This was based on segmentation of perfusion maps by
coronary territory based on knowledge of coronary anatomy with a regional stress
MBF <1.94ml/g/min being consistent with physiologically significant coronary disease.
However, in daily practice coronary anatomy is often not known and interpretation is
based on number of ischaemic myocardial segments.

Stress CMR images can be interpreted in a number of ways. Firstly, analysis can be
performed at a patient level or at a coronary artery level. It can be argued that for the
detection of obstructive CAD, patient level analysis is more useful as 1) coronary
anatomy and dominance is not known, and 2) the detection of any level of ischaemia
is likely to result in anatomical imaging such as invasive coronary angiography.
However, when coronary anatomy is known a coronary artery level analysis may be
preferred in order to guide coronary revascularisation strategy. Using visual analysis,
the threshold for diagnosing ischaemia varies. For example, the CE-MARC 2 study
used 2 adjacent segments using a 16-segment model with >50% wall thickness
perfusion defect(33) whereas the MR-INFORM study used 2 adjacent segments on a
32-segment model(22) and MR-IMPACT used 1 segment on a 16-segment model(34).
Quantitative analysis of perfusion maps opens up the possibility of multiple methods
of analysis with no studies to date defining an optimal method of analysis. Additionally,
as MBF can be measured at a pixel level, quantification of percentage of myocardium
with blood flow below a defined ischaemic threshold can also be measured, and it
could be hypothesised that multivessel CAD would result in greater blood flow
reduction than single vessel disease.
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The aim of this study was to assess the performance quantitative perfusion mapping
at a patient level using different methods of analysis for the detection of obstructive
CAD defined by coronary angiography and FFR.

12.2 METHODS
One-hundred-and-seven patients aged between 18 and 80 years who underwent
adenosine stress CMR and invasive coronary angiography at the Royal Free Hospital,
London, United Kingdom between March 2017 and November 2018 were
retrospectively studied. Suitable patients were identified by searching local CMR and
cath lab databases. Patients were deemed suitable for inclusion if coronary
angiography was performed within 6 months before or after the CMR and none of the
exclusion criteria were met. Twenty healthy volunteers (control subjects) with no
symptoms and no past history of cardiovascular disease, hypertension or diabetes
were also recruited and underwent stress perfusion CMR only. The cohort was divided
into a derivation cohort (n=50, first 30 patients and 20 controls) and validation cohort
(n=77). All patients provided consent at the time of CMR scan for use of their clinical
data for research purposes (REC reference: 06/Q0508/124). Ethical approval was
obtained from South-Central Research Ethics Committee for recruitment of control
subjects (REC reference: 17/SC/0077). All participants provided written informed
consent.

Exclusion criteria
Previous CABG, percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) in the 6 months preceding
the CMR scan, impaired left ventricular (LV) systolic function (LV ejection fraction
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<40%), standard contraindications to CMR or adenosine, or estimated glomerular
filtration rate <30ml/min/1.73m2.

Adenosine stress CMR protocol
All scans were performed in a single centre (Royal Free Hospital, London, UK) using
a 1.5T MR scanner (Magnetom Aera, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany).
Scans were performed in accordance with local protocol and patients were asked to
refrain from caffeine for at least 12 hours prior to the scan. All patients underwent CMR
using a standard protocol including localizers, long-axis and short-axis cine imaging,
first-pass perfusion imaging and late gadolinium enhancement imaging. For the
perfusion sequence, basal, mid-ventricular and apical short-axis slices were acquired
both at rest and during hyperaemia. The perfusion sequence used has been described
previously(3). Hyperaemia was induced using adenosine infused via a peripheral
cannula at a rate of 140mcg/kg/min for 4 minutes with a further 2 minutes at
175mcg/kg/min if there was evidence of insufficient stress (such as no heart rate
response and no symptoms). Image acquisition was performed over 60 heart beats
with a bolus of 0.05mmol/kg gadoterate meglumine (Dotarem, Guerbet SA, Paris,
France) administered at 4 ml/sec followed by a 20 ml saline flush during acquisition of
the perfusion sequence. The sequence output included both first-pass perfusion
images and quantitative perfusion maps.

Coronary angiography protocol
All angiogram procedures were performed at the Royal Free Hospital, London in
accordance with local protocol and via radial or femoral arterial access. Any stenosis
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>90% by visual analysis was considered to be significant and any vessel with <50%
stenosis throughout its course by visual analysis was considered non-obstructed.
Where a stenosis was moderate (50-90%), FFR was measured to define physiological
significance with FFR<0.80 defined as significant. Where FFR was performed,
measurements were obtained using a coronary Pressure Wire (St Jude Medical, St
Paul, Minnesota) connected to a RadiAnalyzer (St Jude Medical, St Paul, Minnesota).
Hyperaemia was induced using adenosine administered via a peripheral vein at a rate
of 140mcg/kg/min.

Visual assessment of first-pass perfusion
First-pass perfusion images were analysed visually by an experienced observer
blinded to the findings of the coronary angiogram and perfusion maps. A study was
graded as positive if there was a perfusion defect in two adjacent myocardial
segments.

CMR perfusion map analysis
Perfusion maps were analysed using offline using Osirix MD 9.0 (Bernex,
Switzerland). The endo- and epicardial borders were manually delineated for each
basal, mid-ventricular and apical perfusion map, excluding obvious image artefacts
and coronary arteries. The maps were segmented using the 16-segment model using
a customised plug-in and average MBF recorded for each segment. Each segment
was also divided into two to obtain endocardial and epicardial MBF values.
Segmentation was performed for both stress and rest maps, and segmental MPR was
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defined as stress MBF/rest MBF. For each patient, the following values were
calculated:

Regional stress MBF parameters (Figure 23):
•

Minimum stress MBF using 16-segment model (SMBFmin-16seg): The
average stress MBF of the two adjacent segments (either in-plane or throughplane) with the lowest stress MBF values using 16-segment model.

•

Minimum stress MBF using 32-segment model (SMBFmin-32seg): The
average stress MBF of the two adjacent segments (either in-plane or throughplane) with the lowest stress MBF values using 32-segment model.

•

Minimum stress MBF using coronary territory distribution (SMBFmin-cor):
Myocardial segments were allocated to a coronary territory as per the AHA 17segment model excluding the apical cap(66) and MBF averaged for each
coronary territory. The lowest of these values was used for analysis.

Regional MPR based parameters:
•

MPR using 16-segment model (MPRmin-16seg): The average MPR of the two
adjacent segments (either in-plane or through-plane) with the lowest MPR
values using 16-segment model.

•

MPR using 32-segment model (MPRmin-32seg): The average MPR of the two
adjacent segments (either in-plane or through-plane) with the lowest MPR
values using 12-segment model.
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•

MPR using coronary territory distribution (MPRmin-cor): Coronary territory with
lowest MPR value.

Global perfusion parameters:
•

Global stress MBF (SMBFglobal): Average stress MBF of all segments

•

Global MPR (MPRglobal): Average MPR of all segments

Figure 23: Segmentation of myocardium by coronary territory using 16segment and 32-segment models

Statistical analysis
All continuous variables were tested for normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test).
Normally distributed metrics are summarized by the mean ± standard deviation (SD).
For normally distributed variables, the unpaired Student t-test was used to compare
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the means between two groups. Proportions between groups were compared using
Fisher’s exact test. Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves for the derivation
cohort were compared using the Delong method and the Youden index was used to
identify optimal cut-offs to predict obstructive CAD. The Chi-squared test was used to
assess the performance of these cut-offs in the validation cohort. A p value of <0.05
was considered statistically significant. ROC analyses were performed using MedCalc
13.2.1.0 (Ostend, Belgium). All other statistical analysis was performed using IBM
SPSS Statistics Version 24 (IBM, Somers, New York).

Sample size calculation
In a study of nearly 400,000 patients undergoing invasive coronary angiography,
approximately 40% had obstructive CAD(52). Based on this prevalence and to achieve
80% power and 5% significance level, a sample size of 50 would be required to detect
a sensitivity of 80% and 33 to detect specificity of 80%(88).
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12.3 RESULTS
Baseline characteristics of the derivation and validation cohort are summarised in
Table 5. The median time between CMR and coronary angiogram was 0 days
(interquartile range (0-46 days) with 54 patients (50%) having the CMR on the same
day as coronary angiography. There were no serious adverse events during CMR or
coronary angiography.
Table 5: Demographics and co-morbidities of derivation and validation
cohorts
Derivation
cohort (n=50)
Age, years
56±13
Males
43 (86%)
Hypertension
19 (38%)
Diabetes
9 (18%)
Hyperlipidaemia 26 (52%)
Previous PCI
1 (2%)
Extent of coronary artery disease
CAD positive
19 (38%)
Single vessel
11 (22%)
Two vessel
3 (6%)
Three vessel
5 (10%)

Validation
cohort (n=77)
65±10
54 (70%)
41 (53%)
27 (35%)
45 (58%)
16 (21%)

p-value

43 (56%)
18 (23%)
19 (25%)
6 (8%)

0.069
1.000
0.008
0.751

<0.01
0.054
0.104
0.045
0.583
<0.01

Sixty-two patients (49%) had evidence of obstructive CAD, 29 (23%) with single vessel
disease, 21 (17%) with two-vessel disease and 12 (9%) with three-vessel disease. All
measured parameters of perfusion were lower in those with obstructive coronary
disease compared to those without (SMBFmin-16seg: 1.32±0.56ml/g/min vs
2.20±0.54ml/g/min; SMBFmin-32seg: 1.12±0.51ml/g/min vs 1.99±0.54ml/g/min;
SMBFmin-cor: 1.68±0.60ml/g/min vs 2.43±0.64ml/g/min; MPRmin-16seg: 1.50±0.70
vs 2.44±0.89; MPRmin-32seg: 1.27±0.61 vs 2.19±0.82; MPRmin-cor: 1.93±0.75 vs
2.90±1.01; SMBFglobal: 2.02±0.59ml/g/min vs 2.72±0.68ml/g/min; MPRglobal:
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2.30±0.82 vs 3.20±1.04; all p<0.001). Figure 24 shows an example of segmentation
of perfusion maps in a patient with single vessel disease.
Figure 24: Example of stress perfusion maps in a patient with severe disease
in the circumflex artery
Values are stress MBF in ml/g/min. White arrows show areas of significant stenosis
in two obtuse marginal branches

Derivation of cut-off values
ROC analysis demonstrated that all quantitative perfusion parameters were able to
detect obstructive CAD with stress MBF parameters demonstrating the best
performance (Table 6 and Figure 25). SMBFmin-32seg had sensitivity 95% and
specificity 77% with a cut-off value of 1.60ml/g/min (AUC 0.92 (95% CI 0.80-0.98),
p<0.001), SMBFmin-16seg had sensitivity 84% and specificity 84% with a cut-off value
1.80ml/g/min (AUC 0.90 (95% CI 0.78-0.97), p<0.001) and SMBFmin-cor had
sensitivity 79% and specificity 84% with a cut-off value 1.88ml/g/min (AUC 0.85 (95%
CI 0.72-0.93), p<0.001). Regional SMBF parameters performed significantly better
than global parameters (p<0.05 for ROC comparison). There was a trend for regional
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SMBF parameters being superior or regional MPR parameters, but this did not reach
statistical significance.

Table 6: Cut-off values, sensitivities and specificities of perfusion mapping
parameters for the detection of obstructive coronary artery disease from the
derivation cohort.
Parameter

AUC

SMBFmin16seg
SMBFmin32seg
SMBFmincor
MPRmin16seg
MPRmin32seg
MPRmincor
SMBFglobal

0.90

MPRglobal

0.78

0.92
0.85
0.84
0.84
0.81
0.83

AUC
95%
CI
0.780.97
0.800.98
0.720.93
0.700.93
0.710.93
0.670.90
0.700.92
0.640.88

Optimal cut- Sensitivity Specificity p-value
off
1.80ml/g/min 84%

84%

<0.001

1.60ml/g/min 95%

77%

<0.001

1.88ml/g/min 79%

84%

<0.001

2.70

95%

57%

<0.001

2.09

89%

66%

<0.001

2.45

79%

73%

<0.001

2.29

79%

71%

<0.001

3.94

100%

43%

<0.001
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Figure 25: ROC analysis of SMBF parameters (left panel) and MPR
parameters (right panel) for the detection of obstructive coronary artery
disease at a patient level

Validation of cut-off values
The cut-off values derived from the derivation cohort were tested in the validation
cohort. The highest accuracy was obtained from the regional SMBF based parameters
(Table 7 and Figure 26). With a cut-off value of 1.60ml/g/min, SMBFmin-32seg had
sensitivity 84%, specificity 86% and accuracy 86% (p<0.001) for the detection of
obstructive CAD. SMBFmin-16seg with a cut-off value 1.80ml/g/min had sensitivity
81%, specificity 85% and accuracy 83% (p<0.001) and SMBFmin-cor with a cut-off
value 1.88ml/g/min had sensitivity 67%, specificity 79% and accuracy 73% (p<0.001).
Regional MPR based parameters showed excellent sensitivity for detection of
obstructive CAD but poor specificity (MPRmin-16seg: sensitivity 95%, specificity 25%,
accuracy 65%, p=0.01; MPRmin-32seg: sensitivity 91%, specificity 47%, accuracy
72%, p=0.002).
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Table 7: Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of perfusion mapping
parameters when tested in the validation cohort.
Parameter
SMBFmin16seg
SMBFmin32seg
SMBFmincor
MPRmin16seg
MPRmin32seg
MPRmincor
SMBFglobal
MPRglobal

Cut-off value Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
1.80ml/g/min 84%
88%
86%

p-value
<0.001

1.60ml/g/min 86%

91%

88%

<0.001

1.88ml/g/min 67%

79%

73%

<0.001

2.70

95%

25%

65%

0.01

2.09

91%

47%

72%

0.002

2.45

79%

50%

67%

0.013

2.29
3.94

65%
98%

71%
12%

68%
64%

0.002
0.157

Figure 26: Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of SMBF and MPR parameters
in validation cohort.
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Visual analysis of first-pass perfusion
Visual analysis of first-pass perfusion images had sensitivity 81%, specificity 79% and
accuracy 81% (p<0.001).

Global measures of myocardial blood flow
SMBFglobal was lower as extent of coronary disease increased (3-vessel disease
1.56±0.59ml/g/min vs 2-vessel disease 1.81±0.46ml/g/min vs single-vessel disease
2.34±0.50ml/g/min vs unobstructed coronaries 2.73±0.68ml/g/min; p<0.001 across
groups, Figure 27). MPRglobal was lower as extent of coronary disease increased (3vessel disease 1.52±0.44 vs 2-vessel disease 2.20±0.70 vs single-vessel disease
2.71±0.78 vs unobstructed coronaries 3.19±1.05; p<0.001, Figure 28). There was no
significant difference in global rest MBF between groups (3-vessel disease 1.04±0.23
vs 2-vessel disease 0.88±0.27 vs single-vessel disease 0.93±0.24 vs unobstructed
coronaries 0.95±0.28; p=0.43, Figure 27).
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Figure 27: Global stress MBF and rest MBF with increasing extent of coronary
disease
(p<0.001 across groups for stress MBF, non-significant for rest MBF)
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Figure 28: MPR with increasing extent of coronary disease
(p<0.001 across groups)

12.4 DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates that quantitative stress perfusion mapping is able to detect
obstructive CAD at a patient level with good accuracy. Of the different methods to
quantify perfusion, stress MBF based parameters performed better than MPR based
parameters with the average stress MBF of the two adjacent segments with the lowest
stress MBF either on a 16-segment or 32-segment model performing the best.

Evaluation of perfusion mapping for detection of coronary disease
Previously published studies of stress perfusion have used various definitions for
ischaemia or a positive study, with three of the largest stress perfusion studies to date
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(CE-MARC2, MR-INFORM and MR-IMPACT) all using different definitions for a
positive perfusion study(22,33,34). In studies of quantitative perfusion CMR, methods
of analysis employed have included mean MPR of two lowest segments in each
coronary

territory(19,31),

minimum

MPR

in

each

coronary

territory(25),

transmyocardial perfusion gradient in each coronary territory(72), global MPR and
stress MBF(71) and average MPR and stress MBF in each coronary territory(71).
There remains a lack of gold standard with no previous studies comparing different
methods.

In this study, we used a derivation cohort to define threshold values of the different
methods and when tested in a validation cohort found that average stress MBF of the
two lowest adjacent segments using either a 16-segment or 32-segment model have
the best accuracy (86% and 88% respectively). The threshold values identified were
1.80ml/g/min using the 16-segment model and 1.60ml/g/min using the 32-segment
model.

Segmental vs coronary territory analysis
In this study, analysis was performed using both the average coronary territory MBF
and using the average of the two adjacent segments with the lowest MBF. Whilst
coronary territory analysis provides a more complete representation of blood flow to
the territory, the value is influenced by the location of a stenosis within a vessel. For
example, a proximal stenosis would be expected to cause a reduction in MBF in the
majority of segments subtended by that artery and result in lower stress MBF than a
case where the stenosis is more distal. In this case, the blood flow reduction is likely
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to only be present in a few segments and the average MBF for that territory may be
normal or only mildly reduced. Consistent with this, the cut of value for ischaemia is
higher for SMBFmin-cor (1.88ml/g/min) compared to SMBFmin-16seg (1.80ml/g/min)
and SMBFmin-32seg (1.60ml/g/min). This is consistent with ammonia PET data where
a threshold of <1.85ml/g/min has been demonstrated(89) and previous quantitative
CMR data using a distributed parameter model(19). Additionally, as using two
segments would be expected to pick up smaller areas of ischaemia more reliably, it
has higher sensitivity than averaging across a coronary territory.

Stress MBF vs MPR
My results show that stress MBF-based parameters perform better than MPR
parameters. Previous literature using quantitative CMR perfusion has suggested no
difference between the diagnostic performance of stress MBF and MPR(19,90). My
results are consistent with results from the perfusion mapping validation study(87) as
well as a PET study of 104 patients in which stress MBF had superior accuracy
compared to MPR(91). The superiority of stress MBF is likely to be due to a number
of factors. Firstly, the use of a single measure is less affected by statistical variability
than two measures. Secondly, reduction in MPR may be due to an increase in resting
flow, for example due to loading conditions or comorbidities, rather than reduction in
stress flow.

Global MBF
Global stress MBF and global MPR both fall as extent of coronary disease increases
whereas global rest MBF remains unchanged. This is expected as, even in the
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presence of severe obstructive disease, resting coronary flow can be maintained
across a wide range of coronary perfusion pressures(92). Both global stress MBF and
MPR had poor accuracy for the detection of obstructive disease at a patient level. This
is driven by the fact that epicardial coronary disease is heterogeneous between
patients and where the is obstructive single vessel disease, particularly if in a distal
location, overall global stress MBF can remain within the normal range. Secondly,
there is much variability in global stress MBF in patients without obstructive coronary
disease and this is likely to be due to multiple factors including the presence of CMD,
presence of left ventricular hypertrophy, gender differences, age and other comorbidities. Despite global markers having inferior accuracy for the detection of
coronary artery disease, measurement may still have a role as a long-term prognostic
marker with PET data suggesting that reduced MBF and MPR are associated with
adverse cardiac events and mortality(93,94). However, this hypothesis needs further
testing in a larger cohort using CMR perfusion mapping.

Translation to clinical practice
This method could easily be implemented into clinical practice as quantitative
perfusion maps are automatically generated and ready to view in-line on the scanner
within a few minutes of acquisition. Image analysis is easy to perform with only manual
contouring of epicardial and endocardial borders required. Eventually, machine
learning could be implemented allowing for automatization of this step and outputting
of quantitative parameters including regional and global MBF values.
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Limitations
This is a relatively small sample size where both coronary angiography and stress
CMR were requested for clinical reasons and therefore there is likely to have been
some patient selection bias. The reference standard used in this study was a
combination of FFR and visual assessment of angiographic images. It would have
been preferable to measure FFR in all vessels, but this was not possible due to the
logistics of performing multiple FFR measurements in patients with severe and often
complex coronary disease.

Conclusion
Quantitative stress perfusion mapping is able to detect obstructive CAD at a patient
level with good accuracy. The preferred method of analysis should be the minimum
stress MBF averaged across 2 myocardial segments using a 16- or 32-segment
model. This raises the possibility of implementation of full automated quantitative
analysis methods based on perfusion maps in the future following further development
and validation.
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13 RESULTS - ASSESSMENT OF MULTI-VESSEL
CORONARY DISEASE USING QUANTITATIVE
PERFUSION MAPPING
13.1 INTRODUCTION
Multivessel coronary artery disease (two- or three-vessel obstructive disease,
MVCAD) is found in approximately 30% of patients undergoing elective coronary
angiography(35). When managed medically, patients with MVCAD have a poorer
outcome (12-year survival 40% for three-vessel disease (3VD) and 59% for two-vessel
disease (2VD)) compared to those with single-vessel disease (12-year survival
74%)(36).

Stress perfusion CMR is a highly accurate tool for the detection of obstructive coronary
artery disease (CAD)(26,37) but it has been suggested that CMR may underestimate
the burden of ischaemia in patients with MVCAD(38,80). It has previously been shown
that perfusion defects in all three coronary territories are only present in up to 58% of
patients with known obstructive 3VD(39).

With the increasing use of stress perfusion CMR to guide revascularization strategies,
it is essential to correctly identify all areas of ischaemia. In patients with MVCAD, when
first-pass stress perfusion images are analysed visually, perfusion defects are often
most prominent in one coronary territory, usually the one with the most severe
coronary stenosis, and defects in other territories may be subtler or appear to be
absent. Quantitative myocardial perfusion mapping is a novel tool for the assessment
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of ischaemia, allowing for rapid quantification of myocardial blood flow (MBF) using
automatically generated pixel-wise myocardial perfusion maps(3). This sequence has
been recently validated for the detection of obstructive CAD with a regional stress MBF
value <1.94ml/g/min defined as the threshold for ischaemia(87). Others have also
demonstrated the accuracy of quantitative MBF measurements using CMR(73,95).
Positron-emission tomography (PET) quantification of MBF has been available for
many years now and has shown potential benefit in the detection of MVCAD
(overcoming balanced ischaemia) and in the assessment of CMD(96) The ability to
measure MBF at a regional level may improve the accuracy of diagnosis of MVCAD
by CMR and provide a useful tool for the assessment of ischaemic burden but this
requires further assessment.

I hypothesized that measurement of stress MBF using myocardial perfusion maps
would improve the detection of ischemia in MVCAD and increase the diagnostic
accuracy of CMR in the identification of MVCAD versus single-vessel disease.
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13.2 METHODS
Study population
A total of 151 patients from two centres (95 from Royal Free Hospital, London, UK and
56 from Barts Heart Centre, London, UK) undergoing clinically indicated stress
perfusion CMR were recruited. All had undergone coronary angiography for
investigation of suspected CAD within 6 months of the stress perfusion CMR scan. At
coronary angiography, a stenosis was assessed as significant if angiographic
diameter stenosis was >90% by visual assessment or if fractional flow reserve (FFR)
was <0.80 in the presence of angiographic diameter stenosis 50-90%. Diameter
stenosis <50% was considered non-significant(97). The presence of a chronic total
occlusion (CTO) precluded measurement of FFR in any vessel providing collateral
flow due to overestimation of FFR in this circumstance(98). In this situation,
angiographic assessment alone was used, with >70% diameter stenosis deemed
significant in the vessel providing collateral flow. Ninety-five patients had MVCAD (47
with 2VD and 48 with 3VD). Additionally, in order to analyse myocardial ischaemic
burden, we selected 31 consecutive patients with obstructive single-vessel disease
and 25 with no obstructive disease undergoing stress perfusion CMR.

Exclusion criteria were standard contra-indications to CMR, adenosine or gadolinium
contrast, and patients who had undergone angioplasty (PCI) in the six months prior to
the CMR scan (unless repeat angiography was performed within 6 months after the
CMR scan in which case data from the second angiogram was used for analysis).
All participants underwent investigations for clinical reasons and provided written
informed consent for use of their data for research purposes. Approval was provided
by the University College London/University College London Hospital Joint
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Committees on the Ethics Human Research for recruitment at Royal Free Hospital
and East of England Research Ethics Committee for Barts Heart Centre.

CMR protocol
Scans were performed in accordance with local protocol (including localizers, shortaxis and long-axis cine imaging, perfusion imaging and late gadolinium enhancement
imaging) using a 1.5T MR scanner (Magnetom Aera, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen,
Germany). Patients were asked to refrain from caffeine for at least 12 hours prior to
the scan. Basal, mid-ventricular and apical short-axis perfusion images were acquired
both at rest and during adenosine hyperaemia. The perfusion sequence used has
been described previously(3). In brief, the sequence utilised a dual sequence
approach with separate pulse sequences for the arterial input function (AIF) and
myocardial tissue. Image acquisition was performed over 60 heart beats with a bolus
of 0.05mmol/kg gadoterate meglumine (Dotarem, Guerbet SA, Paris, France)
administered at 4 ml/sec followed by a 20 ml saline flush during acquisition of each
perfusion sequence. Each patient received a total of 0.10mmol/kg gadoterate
meglumine. The arterial input function (AIF) was calculated using the left ventricular
(LV) blood pool signal which was automatically segmented from optimised lowresolution images acquired in parallel with higher spatial resolution images used for
estimating myocardial perfusion. Myocardial perfusion was calculated using a blood
tissue exchange model(65) after corrections to minimise T2* losses and for nonlinearity of saturation recovery, and pixel-wise perfusion maps were automatically
generated in-line.
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Hyperaemia was induced using adenosine infused via a peripheral cannula at a rate
of 140mcg/kg/min for 4 minutes with a further 2 minutes at 175mcg/kg/min if there was
evidence of insufficient stress such as no heart rate response and no symptoms.

CMR Image Analysis
Image analysis was performed offline using Osirix MD 9.0 (Bernex, Switzerland). Firstpass images were analysed visually by an experienced observer (consultant
cardiologist with Level 3 CMR accreditation) blinded to the findings of the coronary
angiogram and perfusion maps. This was achieved by providing the observer with
anonymised first-pass perfusion images only. Each myocardial segment (based on
the 17-segment model excluding the apical cap) was assessed for the presence of a
perfusion defect and each study graded for perfusion defects by coronary territory
(defined as at least two adjacent segments within an AHA-defined coronary territory
with visual perfusion detects). For patient-level analysis, a study was graded as
positive if two adjacent segments displayed visual perfusion defects.

For quantitative analysis of perfusion maps, the endo- and epicardial borders were
manually delineated for each basal, mid-ventricular and apical short-axis perfusion
map. Obvious image artefacts and coronary arteries were excluded from the regions
of interest. Using a custom-made plug-in, the maps were split into 16 segments. Any
myocardial segment with average stress MBF <1.94ml/g/min(87) was defined as being
positive for a perfusion defect. A coronary territory was defined as ischaemic by
perfusion mapping if two adjacent segments within an AHA-defined coronary territory
demonstrated stress MBF <1.94ml/g/min. For patient-level analysis, a study was
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graded as positive if two adjacent segments displayed average stress MBF
<1.94ml/g/min. A threshold of 1.94ml/g/min was chosen based on the original
validation study (results chapter 9) rather than 1.80ml/g/min derived from results
chapter 11 as there was significant overlap with the latter cohort.

When assessing methods for detection of no CAD, single-vessel or MVCAD, each
coronary territory was defined as being ischaemic if >2 segments had average MBF
<1.94ml/g/min for perfusion maps and >2 segments had visible defects for first-pass
perfusion. The method was graded as correct if the number of ischaemic territories
was equal to the true extent of coronary disease.

Myocardial ischaemic burden (IB) was assessed using perfusion maps (defined as
percentage of myocardial segments with stress MBF <1.94ml/g/min) and using firstpass perfusion images (defined as percentage of myocardial segments with visual
perfusion defect on first-pass perfusion images). Additionally, pixelwise myocardial
blood flow reduction (PMBFR) was also measured and was defined as the percentage
of imaged myocardium with stress MBF <1.94ml/g/min.

Statistical analysis
All continuous variables were tested for normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test).
Normally distributed metrics are summarized by the mean ± standard deviation (SD).
Mean values were compared using paired Student’s T-test. Ordinal data were
compared using the c2 test. Paired proportions were compared using McNemar’s
exact test. Continuous variables across groups were compared using one-way
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analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post-hoc Bonferroni correction, and proportions
across groups using the Kruskal-Wallis test. Statistical analysis was performed using
IBM SPSS Statistics Version 24 (IBM, Somers, New York).

Sample size calculation
It has been shown that perfusion abnormalities are present in all three coronary
territories in approximately 30% of patients with confirmed obstructive 3VD(38). In
order to detect a doubling in detection rate with perfusion mapping with 80% power
and 5% level of significance, a sample size of 40 patients with 3VD would be required.
From my initial validation cohort (Chapter 10), mean global stress MBF for patients
with 3VD was 1.40±0.57ml/g/min. In order to detect a 30% difference in stress MBF
between 3VD patients and single-vessel disease patients with 80% power and 5%
level of significance, 29 patients would be required in each group.
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13.3 RESULTS
A total of 151 patients (mean age 64±11 years, 73 (77%) male) were enrolled including
95 with MVCAD (47 with 3VD and 48 with 2VD), 31 with single-vessel disease and 25
with unobstructed coronaries. FFR was measured in 92 (20%) vessels, with FFR being
negative in 62 (67%) of vessels. In total 61 (13%) vessels were chronic total
occlusions, with all having angiographic evidence of collateral flow from another
vessel. Figure 29 shows examples of perfusion maps of patients with 3VD, singlevessel disease and unobstructed coronaries.
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Figure 29: Stress and rest myocardial perfusion maps.
Examples of stress and rest myocardial perfusion maps and coronary angiograms of
a patient with unobstructed coronaries, single-vessel disease and three-vessel
disease. Arrows point to areas of significant stenosis. Patient with single vessel
disease has a critical stenosis in the mid left anterior descending artery and
unobstructed circumflex (FFR 0.94) and right coronary artery (FFR 0.98). Patient
with three-vessel disease has severe proximal obstructive disease in all three
vessels.
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Mean time between CMR and coronary angiography was 8±68 days and in 77% of
cases the two tests were less than 2 months apart. Seventy patients (46%) had
evidence of subendocardial or transmural late gadolinium enhancement in at least one
myocardial segment. Patient demographics are summarized in Table 8. There were
significantly more females in the unobstructed coronaries group and hypertension was
more frequent in patients with MVCAD (Table 9). A higher proportion of patients with
MVCAD had previous myocardial infarction (defined by presence of subendocardial
or transmural late gadolinium enhancement) or at least one chronic total occlusion.
Table 8: Baseline clinical characteristics
Age, years
64±11
Males
120 (80%)
Medical History
Hypertension
99 (66)
Diabetes Mellitus
56 (37)
Hyperlipidaemia
112 (74)
Current smoker
25 (17)
Ex-smoker
48 (32)
Previous PCI
61 (40)
Angiography findings
No significant disease
25 (17)
One-vessel disease
31 (21)
Two-vessel disease
48 (32)
Three-vessel disease
47 (31)
LAD disease
102 (68)
Cx disease
72 (48)
RCA disease
93 (62)
Values shown are numbers in each group with percentages in brackets.
Cx: circumflex artery; LAD: left anterior descending artery; PCI: percutaneous
coronary intervention; RCA: right coronary artery.
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Table 9: Comparison of demographics and risk factors between groups with
increasing severity of coronary disease
No
obstructive
disease
(n=25)
64±9
11 (44%)
14 (56%)
7 (28%)

Onevessel
disease
(n=31)
63±12
28 (90%)
14(45%)
7 (23%)

Twovessel
disease
(n=48)
65±11
40 (83%)
35 (73%)
24 (50%)

Threevessel
disease
(n=47)
66±12
41 (87%)
36 (77%)
18 (38%)

P-value

Age, years
0.756
Males
<0.001
Hypertension
0.016
Diabetes
0.069
mellitus
Hyperlipidaemia 14 (56%)
25 (81%)
35 (73%)
38 (81%)
0.108
Previous PCI
4 (16%)
5 (16%)
13 (27%)
12 (26%)
0.544
Previous MI*
0 (0%)
9 (29%)
31 (65%)
30 (64%)
<0.001
At least one 0
7 (23)
23 (48)
23 (49)
<0.001
CTO vessel
Age represented as mean ± standard deviation. All others are number in each
category with percentages in brackets.
*previous MI defined as subendocardial or transmural late gadolinium
enhancement in at least one myocardial segment
CTO: chronic total occlusion; MI: myocardial infarction; PCI: percutaneous
coronary intervention

Detection of obstructive coronary artery disease
At a patient-level, perfusion mapping was able to correctly differentiate obstructive
CAD from non-obstructive CAD with sensitivity 95%, specificity 97% and accuracy
93%. VA was able to detect obstructive CAD with sensitivity 95%, specificity 98% and
accuracy 95%.

Detection of multivessel disease
In patients with MVCAD, perfusion mapping identified significantly more myocardial
segments with perfusion defects compared to visual assessment (mean segments per
patient 11.8±3.8 by perfusion mapping vs 7.8±3.5 by visual assessment, p<0.001)
(Figure 30). In patients with single-vessel disease, there was no difference in number
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of ischaemic segments detected (4.5±3.4 by perfusion mapping vs 3.7±2.4 by visual
assessment, p=0.166).
Figure 30: Underestimation of ischaemia by first-pass perfusion
Example of first pass perfusion images, myocardial perfusion maps and coronary
angiography of a patient with three-vessel disease. Visual analysis underestimates
the extent of ischaemia compared to perfusion maps with the anterior region
appearing spared. Myocardial blood flow values for each segment are in ml/g/min.
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In those with 3VD, perfusion defects were identified in all three coronary territories in
41/47 (87%) cases using perfusion maps compared to 19/47 (40%) cases by visual
assessment (p<0.001). Using visual assessment, 22/47 (47%) cases were
misclassified as 2VD and 6/47 (13%) as single-vessel disease. Using perfusion
mapping 6/47 (13%) cases were misclassified as 2VD and no cases classified as
single-vessel disease (Figure 31).
Figure 31: Grading of extent of coronary disease in patients with confirmed
obstructive three-vessel disease using perfusion maps and by visual
analysis
Use of myocardial perfusion maps results in more patients being correctly identified
as three-vessel disease compared to by visual analysis of first pass perfusion
images (values within chart represent number of cases).
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2VD was correctly identified in 34/48 (71%) cases using perfusion mapping compared
to 23/48 (48%) cases using visual assessment (p=0.03). Single-vessel disease was
correctly identified in 22/31 (71%) cases using both perfusion mapping and visual
assessment (Figure 32). The overall accuracy of perfusion mapping to correctly
identify extent of coronary disease was 78% compared to 58% for visual assessment
(p<0.001).

Figure 32: Percentage of cases correctly classified by perfusion mapping and
visual analysis of first pass perfusion
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Assessment of ischaemic burden
Using both perfusion mapping and first-pass perfusion images, IB increased as
number of vessels with obstructive disease increased (Table 10 and Figure 33). In
patients with MVCAD, IB measured using perfusion mapping was significantly higher
than IB measured using first-pass (3VD: maps 85±22% vs first-pass 58±23%,
p<0.001; 2VD: maps 63±20% vs first-pass 40±16%, p<0.001). In patients with
MVCAD, there was no significant difference between IB using perfusion maps and
PMBFR (3VD: IB maps 85±22% vs PMBFR 84±18%, p=1.00; 2VD: IB maps 63±20%
vs PMBFR 68±17%, p=0.47).
Table 10: Comparison of ischaemic burden measured by visual analysis and
perfusion maps between groups with increasing severity of coronary disease

Mean segments
with perfusion
defects by visual
analysis
Mean segments
with perfusion
defects by
perfusion maps
Global average
stress MBF,
ml/g/min
Ischaemic burden
by first-pass
perfusion, %
Ischaemic burden
by perfusion maps,
%
PMBFR, %

No
obstructive
disease
0.2±0.6

Onevessel
disease
3.7±2.4

Twovessel
disease
6.4±2.5

Threevessel
disease
9.3±3.7

p-value

0.6±1.0

4.5±3.4

10.1±3.1

13.6±3.5

<0.001

2.83±0.54

2.29±0.49

1.76±0.44

1.32±0.47

<0.001

1±3

23±15

40±16

58±23

<0.001

4±7

28±21

63±20

85±22

<0.001

23±13

43±20

68±17

84±18

<0.001

MBF: myocardial blood flow.
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<0.001

Figure 33: Ischaemic burden in coronary artery disease
Ischaemic burden (IB) measured using first-pass perfusion and perfusion maps,
and pixelwise myocardial blood flow reduction (PMBFR) with increasing severity of
coronary artery disease (*p<0.001 for PMBFR vs IB by mapping; ** p<0.001 for IB
by mapping vs IB by first pass; p<0.001 for PMBFR vs IB by first pass in all grades)

In patients with no obstructive CAD and single-vessel disease, there was no difference
in IB measured by mapping or first-pass but PMBFR was significantly higher (no CAD:
maps 4±7% vs first-pass 1±3% vs PMBFR 23±14%; single-vessel disease: maps
28±21% vs first-pass 23±15% vs PMBFR 43±20%; p<0.001 for all comparisons except
maps vs first-pass).
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13.4 DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates that quantitative myocardial perfusion mapping increases the
accuracy of CMR in differentiating 3VD or 2VD from single-vessel CAD, doubling the
number of correctly identified cases of 3VD compared to visual assessment.
Furthermore, in patients with MVCAD, IB measured using perfusion mapping is
greater than that identified using traditional first-pass perfusion imaging.

Identification of perfusion defects in multivessel disease
MVCAD is a common finding in patients with angina attending for coronary
angiography and current guidelines recommend revascularization based upon
demonstration of ischaemia either with invasive physiology or using non-invasive
assessment(97). However, most studies of stress perfusion CMR to date have
focused on the ability to detect obstructive CAD at a patient level (i.e. positive or
negative)

rather

than

attempt

to

differentiate

MVCAD

from

single-vessel

disease(34,84).

My data suggests that less than half of cases are correctly graded as 2VD or 3VD
when first-pass images are analysed visually compared to 71% of cases with single
vessel disease and 92% of cases with unobstructed coronaries. This is consistent with
data from Motwani M et al(38) who found that only 29% of patients with 3VD had
perfusion defects in all 3 coronary territories with standard resolution perfusion CMR
although this improved to 57% with high resolution imaging. The only other study
assessing the same question found perfusion defects in all three territories in 58% of
cases with 3VD(39). In the present study, perfusion mapping correctly identified 3VD
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in 87% of cases and 2VD in 71% cases. I propose that this difference is due to the
fact that, when analysing images visually, the eye is drawn to the most prominent
defects, which should be associated with the coronary artery with the most severe
stenosis or in regions with prior myocardial infarction. Other territories may also have
reduced perfusion but may appear “normal” compared to a severe perfusion defect
when visualizing greyscale images. Using color-coded pixelwise maps removes this
bias. Areas of reduced perfusion can be easily recognized visually and, more
importantly, be measured quantitatively. Furthermore, these results outperform
previously published studies of CMR perfusion in multivessel disease(38,39).

Stress perfusion CMR is increasingly being requested as a clinical test in patients with
known CAD for the assessment of regional ischaemia and ischaemic burden in order
to guide revascularization strategies. In this situation, it is imperative to correctly
identify all areas of ischaemia as this may be the difference between coronary artery
bypass surgery (CABG) and PCI particularly in the setting of 3VD, or between PCI and
medical therapy for a given stenosis. My data suggest that by significantly increasing
the diagnostic accuracy in the identification of MVCAD CMR perfusion mapping could
potentially lead to improvement in patient management.

Evaluation of ischaemic burden
It has been shown using PET that extent of cardiac ischaemia is a marker of patient
prognosis and that revascularization confers a survival benefit in those with high
ischaemic burden(99,100). Data using CMR are limited, with studies to date
measuring ischaemic burden based on proportion of segments with perfusion
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defects(38,101). It has been suggested that PET derived-thresholds of >10%
ischaemic burden being significant can be translated to CMR however evidence for
this is limited(22,83,102). Recently, Sammut et al showed that ischaemic burden
>10% measured by semi-quantitative CMR methods was predictive of adverse
prognosis. The results of the present study demonstrate that myocardial perfusion
maps more accurately detect areas of ischaemia, as defined by invasive coronary
physiology, compared to visual first pass perfusion. As expected, ischaemic burden
increases with number of coronary arteries affected and this is consistent with data
from Patel AR et al who demonstrated an ischaemic burden of 60% in patients with
three-vessel disease compared to 25% in those with single vessel disease(80). Within
my cohort, patients with 3VD had an ischaemic burden of 58% using first-pass
perfusion and 85% using perfusion mapping whereas those with single-vessel disease
had comparable ischaemic burden using the two methods (23% using first-pass vs
28% using mapping). This supports my hypothesis that visual analysis underestimates
ischaemic burden in more extensive coronary disease.

Additionally, perfusion mapping opens up the possibility of analysis at a pixel-level
whereas other methods rely on averaging across myocardial segments. My data show
that ischaemic burden measured at pixel level (PMBFR) is comparable to ischaemic
burden measured at a segmental model in more severe coronary disease but is higher
in single-vessel disease and in patients without obstructive disease. This is likely due
to a combination of normal variability in blood flow and microvascular abnormalities as
any myocardial segment can have patches (pixels) of reduced blood flow without that
segment being ischaemic. Future larger studies are required to assess whether
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PMBFR measured using perfusion maps can be used in clinical practice to predict
adverse clinical outcomes and how this compares to existing techniques.

Translation to clinical practice
The quantitative perfusion mapping sequence used in this study is simple to acquire
using a dual-sequence approach (requiring a single injection of contrast for each
acquisition rather than the two boluses required for many other quantitative perfusion
sequences) with perfusion maps being reconstructed automatically and displayed
inline on the scanner within minutes. The pixel-wise maps are generated in addition to
traditional first-pass perfusion images allowing the user to review both. Quantitative
analysis is simple to perform requiring only the tracing of endocardial and epicardial
borders with potential for full automatization of this step in the future. This approach
can therefore be readily translated to clinical practice providing information additional
to the first-pass images and which may assist in clinical decision making both for
correct diagnosis of severity of CAD and also to guide revascularization strategies.

Limitations
This is a relatively small sample size where both coronary angiography and stress
CMR were requested for clinical reasons and therefore there is likely to have been
patient selection bias. There was a high proportion of patients with obstructive disease
as in clinical practice the majority of patients with normal CMR perfusion would not
proceed to invasive coronary angiography. However, as the aim of this study was to
investigate the extent of coronary disease rather the presence or absence, the results
are still relevant to clinical practice. The time window between CMR and angiography
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was within 6 months in order to maximize the inclusion of suitable cases. Whilst
severity of coronary disease may worsen over time, I do not expect this to be the case
in this cohort as the time between tests was short for the majority of patients.

The reference standard used in this study was a combination of FFR and visual
analysis of angiographic images. It would have been preferable to measure FFR in all
epicardial vessels, but this was not possible due to the logistics of performing multiple
FFR measurements in patients with severe and often complex multivessel coronary
disease. However, FFR was measured in all vessels with intermediate grade stenoses
and in the absence of chronic total occlusions.

Overall, the findings support added benefit of quantitative perfusion maps at a
technical level but further larger studies with clinical outcome data would be required
to support its routine use for risk stratification.

Conclusions
Visual analysis of first-pass stress perfusion underestimates ischaemic burden and
has poor diagnostic accuracy for the identification of MVCAD. Pixel-wise quantitative
myocardial perfusion mapping significantly increases the accuracy of CMR in
assessment of ischemic burden and in differentiating 3VD and 2VD from single-vessel
CAD. This has important implications for assessment of prognosis and therapeutic
decision making.
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14 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Non-invasive functional tests for assessment of patients with confirmed or suspected
CAD are recommended in guidelines and established in clinical practice(2). However,
all are limited by the fact that assessment is predominantly qualitative and therefore
subjective. In contrast, invasive assessment of CAD has shifted from qualitative
estimation of stenosis severity to quantitative assessment of physiological parameters
such as FFR, CFR and IMR. Pixelwise quantitative CMR perfusion mapping is a novel
sequence that allows display of colour-coded pixelwise perfusion maps inline on the
CMR scanner and offers opportunity to perform fully quantitative assessment of MBF
both at stress and rest. This has potential to improve diagnostic accuracy and remove
the subjectivity of CMR perfusion assessment but is yet to be fully validated before
translation into clinical practice.

In this thesis, I have performed a series of studies to validate this novel sequence
using invasive coronary angiography with physiological assessment of stenosis
severity and microvascular function as the reference standard.

As a result of the work during my PhD, I have demonstrated that CMR perfusion
mapping is able to accurately detect physiologically obstructive CAD and defined a
regional stress MBF threshold value suggestive of flow-limiting epicardial coronary
disease. I have also shown that measurement of stress MBF can be used to diagnose
CMD and assess the adequacy of stress with adenosine. The assessment of MVCAD
has always been challenging using perfusion imaging and my results show that
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perfusion mapping improves the identification of disease severity especially in the
presence of two-vessel and three-vessel disease. Finally, I have compared various
methods of analysis of perfusion maps showing that at a patient level the minimum
stress MBF of two adjacent segments (using either 16-segment or 32-segment
models) is the best way of identifying the presence of obstructive disease.

14.1 VALIDATION OF PERFUSION MAPPING FOR DETECTION FOR
OBSTRUCTIVE CAD AND CMD
Quantitative assessment of MBF using perfusion CMR has been possible for some
time but has traditionally required time-consuming post-processing limiting its use in
everyday clinical practice. Pixelwise perfusion mapping enables rapid assessment and
fully quantitative analysis inline on the CMR scanner. In chapter 9, I demonstrated that
perfusion mapping was able to accurately detect obstructive CAD defined by FFR
£0.80 with a regional stress MBF threshold value of £1.94ml/g/min. Additionally, I
demonstrated that CMD resulted in intermediate reductions in stress MBF with global
stress MBF between 1.82ml/g/min and 2.25ml/g/min in the absence of regional
perfusion defects being suggestive of CMD. These results provide threshold values
that can be used for future larger studies and potentially in clinical practice.

14.2 PERFUSION MAPPING TO ASSESS HYPERAEMIC RESPONSE TO
ADENOSINE STRESS
Assessment of adequate hyperaemia during adenosine stress CMR remains a clinical
challenge with lack of gold standard non-invasive marker. In chapter 10, I demonstrate
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that measurement of stress MBF using perfusion mapping can be used as a marker
of adequate hyperaemia during adenosine stress studies. Due to lack of reference
standard, I used a number of steps to test this hypothesis. Using a cohort of healthy
volunteers I derived a segmental threshold value of >1.43ml/g/min and tested this is a
group of patients attending for invasive physiological assessment showing that all
patients with definite hyperaemia in the cardiac catheter lab also showed at least one
myocardial segment with stress MBF greater than the threshold value even in the
absence of traditional non-invasive markers of hyperaemia such as splenic switch off,
heart rate increase and fall in BP. In a clinical cohort, I show that a greater proportion
of patients demonstrate hyperaemia defined by perfusion mapping than splenic switch
off and that heart rate increase >15bpm can be used to predict adequate increase in
MBF on stress. This information can readily be translated into clinical practice and can
be used as another tool to improve confidence that a stress study has been performed
adequately and that the results can be reported with confidence.

14.3 METHODS TO ANALYSIS PERFUSION MAPS
The best method to analyse perfusion maps for detection of CAD at a patient level has
yet to be determined. In previous studies using visual assessment and quantitative
methods of perfusion analysis a range of methods have been used. In chapter 11, I
compared a number of methods of analysing perfusion maps in order to detect
obstructive CAD at a patient level showing that the use of two adjacent segment with
the lowest stress MBF (using either 16-segment or 32-segment models) were the most
accurate for detection of obstructive disease.
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These results can readily be translated into clinical practice where many stress
perfusion studies are requested without knowledge of coronary anatomy. In these
cases, ischaemia in two adjacent segments by perfusion mapping should prompt
referral for anatomical assessment as obstructive CAD is highly likely.

14.4 ASSESSMENT OF MULTIVESSEL DISEASE
MVCAD is a common finding in patients undergoing invasive coronary angiography.
Revascularisation decisions are frequently made based on the demonstration of
ischaemia and accurate detection of all ischaemic areas is essential to ensure patients
receive appropriate revascularization. It has previously been shown that visual
assessment of stress perfusion CMR underestimates the degree of ischaemia(38,80).
In chapter 12, I show that more cases of two-vessel disease and three-vessel disease
are correctly diagnosed using perfusion mapping compared to visual assessment.

This has important implications for clinical practice when analysing perfusion studies
requested for patients with known coronary disease where the scan is requested to
detect burden of ischaemia.

14.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE
Pixelwise myocardial perfusion mapping is a simple to use sequence that can be
readily implemented into clinical practice. The sequence outputs pixelwise perfusion
maps inline on the scanner within minutes of acquisition as well as traditional firstpass perfusion images. The mapping sequence is easy to analyse using either
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standard software or with customized plugins. The results I present in this thesis can
easily be implemented into clinical practice and provide threshold values to define
abnormalities. The use of pixelwise perfusion mapping overcomes some of the
limitations of traditional perfusion imaging such as the identification of CMD and
assessment of multivessel disease, as well as adding quantification to a test that had
traditionally been reported qualitatively. Finally, quantitative methods such as this
open up the possibility for fully automated detection algorithms in the future enabling
categorization of perfusion studies into normal and abnormal, as well as differentiation
of normal, CMD and extent of obstructive coronary disease.

The recently published ISCHEMIA (International Study of Comparative Health
Effectiveness with Medical and Invasive Approached) study failed to demonstrate a
benefit with initial invasive strategy (PCI or CABG) in patients with stable angina and
moderate or severe ischaemia in terms of mortality or ischaemic cardiovascular
events(103). Similarly, the COURAGE (Clinical Outcomes Utilizing Revascularization
and Aggressive Drug Evaluation)(100) trial also failed to demonstrate mortality benefit
with revascularisation although patients with markedly positive stress test were
excluded. Importantly, the ISCHEMIA study excluded patients with >50% left main
stenosis detected using CT leading some to suggest that CT coronary angiography
could be used as the gatekeeper to invasive coronary angiography. However, in the
SCOT-HEART (Scottish Computed Tomography of the Heart) study, less than 15% of
patients with stable chest pain had two- or three-vessel disease(104). If this approach
was widely applied to all patients with chest pain it would result in high exposure to
ionising radiation with to relatively low pick up rate. CMR with perfusion mapping may
be a more suitable tool especially given the high sensitivity for detection of multivessel
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disease. Furthermore, in the ISCHEMIA study revascularisation did result in greater
improvement in angina-related health status(105) and in the ORBITA (Objective
Randomised Blinded Investigation with Optimal Medical Therapy in Stable Angina)
study the extent of ischaemia on stress echocardiography did predict the efficacy of
PCI on angina frequency(106). Therefore, CMR with perfusion mapping may have an
important role in identifying those who may benefit most from intervention, but this
requires further larger studies.

14.6 FUTURE WORK
The work presented here is initial validation of this new promising CMR tool showing
its accuracy in small selected groups of patients. The results I have generate thus far
have led to a number of ideas for future work in collaboration with other centres.
Specific areas that need future development include:
1. Multicentre validation
I have demonstrated the accuracy of perfusion mapping to detection obstructive
CAD in a small cohort of patients. A multicentre study with a larger cohort of
patients is already underway to assess its performance using coronary
angiography with FFR assessment for intermediate grade stenoses as the
reference standard. The results of this study will further support the use of this
method in clinical practice.
2. CMD
Within my cohort, there was a small number of patients without obstructive CAD
who had assessment of microvascular function (using IMR). I plan to continue
recruiting patients with angina but without obstructive disease to further
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investigate the use of perfusion mapping in the assessment of microvascular
function
3. Machine learning algorithms
There are already algorithms in place that can automatically contour and
segment myocardial perfusion maps and derive stress MBF values for each
myocardial segment. With knowledge of coronary angiography results machine
learning algorithms can be implemented to categorise patient into obstructive
and non-obstructive disease, and also predict severity of obstructive CAD.
Work is already underway in this regard in collaboration with Professor Kellman
at the National Institutes of Health, USA but ongoing recruitment of patients is
required to ensure high accuracy.
4. Perfusion in cardiomyopathy
It can be hypothesised that myocardial perfusion will be abnormal in patients
with cardiomyopathy particularly those with hypertrophic disease and this is an
area where perfusion mapping may provide insight into mechanisms of
disease.

14.7 CONCLUSIONS
This thesis provides initial validation of a novel pixelwise quantitative CMR perfusion
method that adds to clinical information already provided by traditional stress
perfusion. In particular, it shows high accuracy for detection of obstructive CAD at a
patient and coronary territory level, it confirms adequate response to adenosine stress
and improves the correct identification of obstructive multivessel disease. This has
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huge potential to improve clinical practice of CMR both in the diagnosis of obstructive
CAD but also potentially in the assessment of CMD and other myocardial diseases.
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